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Management Summary
Introduction
Due to the fast-evolving market and the distributed landscape of knowledge, it is essential for companies
to manage their innovation activities. These innovation activities contain collaborating with external
partners to co-develop or insource external knowledge. This is important in order to decrease the time to
market and to reduce development costs. The inflow of ideas from the external environment into the
organization is called inbound open innovation (Chesbrough, 2007). To join the benefits of inbound open
innovation, it is important for firms to develop a specific level of absorptive capacity (Greco, Grimaldi, &
Cricelli, 2019). Social integration mechanisms can be used to absorb knowledge from external sources and
subsequently share this knowledge in the organization (Von Briel, Schneider, & Lowry, 2019). However,
the not-invented-here (NIH) syndrome has been identified as an obstacle of knowledge sharing between
organizations, organizational units, and individuals (Antons, Declerck, Diener, Koch, & Piller, 2017).
The research of this master thesis was conducted at Company A, which operates in car and people access
and revenue management. Currently, Company A needs to change its innovation process from closed to
open innovation. This has several reasons, like a fast-evolving market, shorter product life cycles,
increasing competition, rising product complexity, and more demanding customers. However, the R&D
employees at Company A suffer from a NIH-syndrome, which negatively influences external knowledge
absorption. Therefore, the main research question of this study is as follows: “How can Company A reduce
the NIH-syndrome among R&D employees, to improve the collaboration with external partners, and
successfully absorb external knowledge?”
Research method
The research approach in this master thesis is based on the reflective redesign process. This, as the goal of
this master thesis, is to solve a business problem in the focal organization and to contribute to the existing
academic literature. The analysis of this research is based on both a theoretical analysis and an empirical
analysis. The theoretical analysis started with an exploratory literature review, whereby the concepts of
absorptive capacity, social integration, and the NIH-syndrome were reviewed. This served as a basis for
conducting a systematic literature review, which focused on identifying the impact of the NIH-syndrome
on social integration. The research methods from the empirical analysis existed of five expert interviews to
discuss the theoretical analysis and a case study research in order to research how the NIH-syndrome occurs
at Company A. The multiple case study approach was used to conduct this research (Yin, 2003). In total,
14 semi-structured interviews were conducted to analyze four cases in order to collect the data. The cases
contained several situations, namely insourcing from an external partner, outsourcing to an external partner,
customer/user integration, and knowledge insourcing from another internal department. In order to analyze
the data, the interviews were recorded and manually transcribed by the researcher. The template approach
is selected for coding the interviews. The template approach assumes that there is a pre-understanding about
the phenomena, to create new insights (Aken, Berends, & Bij, 2012). This means that several codes were
pre-defined based on the conceptualization of the phenomena from the theoretical analysis.
Theoretical analysis
In the theoretical analysis, the concepts as described in the introduction of this research are analyzed in
more detail. First, the concepts of absorptive capacity, social integration, and the NIH-syndrome were
researched. The research of Von Briel et al. (2019) was especially useful for the theoretical analysis, as this
research categorizes social integration into four interrelated dimensions, and propose that these dimensions
all stimulate absorptive capacity. According to the research of the NIH-syndrome, an overview of
antecedents of the syndrome was developed from current literature. Furthermore, these antecedents were
grouped into categories in order to create a more comprehensive overview. From this research, a research
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model was developed, as shown in Figure a. The research model aims to visually present how the NIHsyndrome and social integration are related to each other.

NIH-syndrome

Insourcing
external
knowledge

Social integration

Figure a: Research model

This research model served as a foundation to link the concepts to each other in more detail. The categories
of antecedents of the NIH-syndrome are linked to three dimensions of social integration, as shown in Table
a. These social integration dimensions are the affective-, cognitive-, and behavioral dimension. Based on
this table, three propositions were formulated.
Table a: Categories of NIH-antecedents with related social integration dimension - category (definitions derived from (von Briel
et al., 2019, p. 19))

Category of NIH-antecedents

Group’s insecurity
Too strong bonding
Lack of self-confidence
Lack of (positive) experience
Resistance to change
Wrong decision making
Dysfunctional communication
Too strong culture
Lack of (positive) experience
Resistance to change
Wrong decision making
Agency conflicts
Inappropriate incentives
Wrong decision making

Level

Related
social
integration
dimension

Definition

Group
Affective

Existence of positive feelings among
group members (and the external
partner) when interacting

Cognitive

Existence of shared frames of
reference among group members (and
the external partner)

Individual
Company
Group
Individual
Company
Individual

Existence of interrelated goals that
enable group members (together with
Behavioral
the external partner) to coordinate
their interactions

Empirical analysis
The output from the theoretical analysis as shown in Table a served as a basis for the empirical analysis. In
the empirical analysis, the situation at Company A was compared to the three propositions by analyzing
four cases. Some categories of antecedents from the NIH-syndrome were recognized in more cases than
others. Table b shows which antecedent categories were recognized in minimal three of the four cases. As
shown in the table, are these NIH-categories occurring at different levels in the organization, ranging from
individual to company-level. This table serves as input for the design phase, as the design should focus on
reducing these NIH-categories.
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Table b: Outcome of case-study research

NIH-category
Too strong bonding
Lack of self-confidence
Dysfunctional communication
Lack of (positive) experience
Inappropriate incentives

Level
Group
Individual
Company
Individual
Company

Dimension
Affective
Cognitive
Behavioral

Occurence
3
3
3
3
4

Solution design
The design process started with determining the requirements and parameters to create a design space in
which the solution should fit. Based on this design space, three possible design solutions were developed.
These design solutions are “Innovation Friday”, “The Open Innovation Challenge”, and the
“ShareIfYouCare-program”. These designs were evaluated by eight employees of Company A, divided into
two focus groups. Based on these focus groups, the “ShareIfYouCare-program” was selected as most
suitable solution for Company A. The design was improved by the feedback from the focus group as well
as by academic literature. The “ShareIfYouCare-program” is focused on improving intra-organizational
communication in order to enable employees to share knowledge on how to successfully collaborate with
external partners.
Discussion
By relating the NIH-syndrome to the concept of social integration, this study shows that the NIH-syndrome
influences multiple aspects of collaborations. To the best of our knowledge, this research is the first that
links the NIH-syndrome to the individual dimensions of social integration. This new link uncovers which
aspects hinder the individual social integration dimensions. This provides input for developing mechanisms
or organizational initiatives in order to improve collaborations. Furthermore, this research proposes how
the NIH-syndrome appears at the group-level and views the NIH-antecedents from a multi-level
perspective. This shows that both bottom-up effects, like individual habits, as top-down effects, like an
incentive system, should be taken into account to improve social integration.
This study also contains several practical implications. Managers that experience failing collaborations
between project teams and external partners are now equipped with a list of NIH-antecedents, divided into
categories, and related to individual social integration dimensions. Managers can use this list to evaluate
which category of NIH-antecedents causes problems at which dimension of the collaboration. This supports
them with developing appropriate countermeasures in order to reduce the NIH-syndrome and improve the
insourcing of external knowledge.
Future research is required to validate the categories of NIH-antecedents. Furthermore, also the formulated
propositions need to be validated by future research. This can be done by analyzing organizations in the
same context or different contexts, in order to research how the occurrence of the NIH-syndrome differs.
Based on these insights, future research can develop mechanisms in order to improve the individual
dimensions of social integration.
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1. Introduction
In this chapter, the context of the problem for the master thesis project is described. The problem holder in
the project is Company A. This chapter starts with a brief introduction of the company and the environment
it operates in. After that, the process of identifying the main problem is described which results in the main
problem statement. Next, the problem is introduced, based on academic literature. After that, the research
questions and the deliverables of the master thesis project are discussed. This chapter ends with an outline
of the thesis.

1.1 Project context
Company A is a company that operates in car and people access and revenue management. The company
was founded around 1980 and has around 1500 employees that are working on locations worldwide. About
200 R&D employees are working at different development sites to develop innovations for different
application domains. Company A offers customized solutions to its customers and thereby wants to provide
the customer with the optimal solution to maximize sales and offer the best comfort. The systems Company
A offers are compatible with each other, as they contain an add-on system integration. By this, they can
provide customers a broad spectrum of both standard- and customer-specific solutions. Company A sells
its products business to business, and maintaining long-term business relations based on high trust and
appreciation is essential for Company A.
However, the fast-evolving market with shorter product life cycles, more demanding customers, raising
product complexity, and increasing competition have resulted in a state in which Company A has to team
up with external partners and insource external solutions. In other words, the innovation process needs to
change from closed to open innovation. This change leads to several consequences for both the corporate
culture at Company A and the way of working for the R&D developers. Till now, the experiences of
insourcing and working together with external partners were different, ranging from good to bad. The next
paragraph 1.2, focusses on identifying the problem according to several explorative interviews at Company
A.

1.2 Problem identification
Several explorative interviews with stakeholders from multiple departments were conducted, to identify the
problem and gain more insight into the organization. These departments are hardware R&D, and the product
managers of the three branches Company A operates in. Additionally, an interview has been conducted
with an operations manager and a software developer to gather information from all relevant perspectives.
The interviews were unstructured and not documented. An overview of the interviewees with their function
is given in Table 1.
Table 1: Overview of interviewees for explorative interviews

Name
Interviewee 1
Interviewee 2
Interviewee 3
Interviewee 4
Interviewee 5
Interviewee 6

Function
Senior product manager branch 1
Operations manager branch 2
Product manager branch 3
Software developer branch 2
Senior product manager branch 2
Project manager Hardware branch 3

The explorative interviews aimed to get a first understanding of why some collaborations with external
partners are successful, and others are not. Based on the intake meeting and the explorative interviews with
1

stakeholders of the project, a cause-and-effect diagram has been created, as shown in Figure 12 in Appendix
I. One of the main conclusions that can be drawn from the cause-and-effect diagram is that collaborations
with external partners fail due to a negative attitude towards external knowledge, or in other words, the notinvented-here (NIH) syndrome. Reducing the NIH-syndrome may reduce two identified main parts in the
cause-and-effect diagram. These two main parts are “collaborations with external partners are avoided”,
and “collaborations with external partners lack efficiency”. In consultation with the company supervisors,
the NIH-syndrome has been selected as the main problem for this research. Company A has little insight
into the causes of the NIH-syndrome and, therefore, does not know how the NIH-syndrome can be reduced.
Based on these problems, the problem statement is formulated as follows:
“Company A suffers from a Not-Invented-Here syndrome among R&D employees, which negatively
influences external knowledge absorption, and does not know how to reduce the Not-Invented-Here
syndrome.”

1.3 Theoretical introduction of the problem
Due to the fast-evolving market and the distributed landscape of knowledge, it is essential for companies
to manage their innovation activities. These innovation activities help to sustain and advance the current
business model of the firm and to develop new businesses (Chesbrough, 2006b). Collaborating with
external partners to co-develop or insource external knowledge is vital to reduce development costs and to
decrease the time to market. However, to make optimal use of external R&D, firms need to open up their
business model. Opening up the business model to enable the inflow of external ideas from the outside
environment is called inbound open innovation (Chesbrough, 2007). It is important for firms to develop a
specific level of absorptive capacity to join the benefits of inbound open innovation (Greco, Grimaldi, &
Cricelli, 2019). Firms that successfully implement open innovation can take advantage of several benefits,
like increased time to market and increased know-how owned by the firm (Greco et al., 2019). However,
the literature shows that to date, there is a relatively little understanding of “how individuals within a firm
handle the new challenges of open innovation strategies” (Borgers et al., 2017, p. 13).
Research has shown that implementing open innovation is more easily said than done and that this brings
challenges on different organizational levels, ranging from intra-organizational level to the industrial,
regional and societal level (Borgers et al., 2017; Chesbrough, Vanhaverbeke, & West, 2014). One of these
challenges is the NIH-syndrome, which can be defined as “the negatively shaped attitude of an individual
towards knowledge that has to cross a contextual (disciplinary), spatial, or organizational (functional)
boundary, resulting in either its sub-optimal utilization or its rejection” (Antons & Piller, 2015, p. 197).
The NIH-syndrome is an obstacle for effective knowledge absorption and transfer between individuals,
organizational units, and organizations (Antons, Declerck, Diener, Koch, & Piller, 2017).
Effective knowledge absorption can be realized by the dynamic capability of absorptive capacity, which
can be defined as “the ability to recognize the value of new external information, assimilate it, and apply it
to commercial ends” (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990, p. 133). However, process of absorbing knowledge is not
only dependent on the characteristics of the internal organization but also depends on the individuals and
groups at the external partner (Von Briel, Schneider, & Lowry, 2019). The study of Cohen and Leventhal
(1990) already addresses this, as it describes that absorptive capacity depends on “a mosaic of individual
capabilities” (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990, p. 133).
To realize absorptive capacity, it is important that social integration mechanisms are in place (Enkel,
Groemminger, & Heil, 2018). Social integration can be defined as “the degree to which group members are
psychologically linked or attracted toward interacting with one another in pursuit of a common objective”
(Harrison, Price, & Bell, 1998, p. 96). Social integration mechanisms, which can be categorized into four
2

different dimensions, can be used to absorb knowledge from external sources and subsequently share this
knowledge in the organization (Von Briel et al., 2019). These dimensions are the environmental-, affective, cognitive-, and behavioral dimension. Although these dimensions are interrelated, each dimension impacts
inter-organizational collaborations, and subsequently absorptive capacity in a different way. The NIHsyndrome has been identified as an obstacle to knowledge sharing between organizations, organizational
units, and individuals (Antons et al., 2017). Therefore, this research zooms in on identifying if and how the
antecedents of the NIH-syndrome influence the dimensions of social integration that enhance absorptive
capacity.
The theoretical relevance can be introduced by the following statement of Antons and Piller (2015): “It
would be mistaken to take NIH for granted and use it as an easy excuse when open innovation initiatives
fail or external ideas are not used in a project” (Antons et al., 2017, p. 208). Multiple studies have been
performed to identify the antecedents, explanations, and incentives to reduce the syndrome. The NIH
syndrome is, nevertheless, still one of the main barriers to implementing open innovation (Borgers et al.,
2017).

1.4 Conceptual project design
Based on the theory of Van Aken, Berends, and Bij (2007), conceptual project design is created for this
master thesis, as shown in Figure 1. The left-hand side of the model shows the theoretical fields that are
required, which have been explained in paragraph 1.3. The right-hand side of the model shows the subject
of analysis. Finally, the bottom of the model shows the deliverables, which function as a reference for the
deliverables of this master thesis.

Absorptive Capacity
Social integration
Not-Invented-Here

Insourcing external
knowledge at Company
A

Analysis and Diagnosis
Exploration of design
artifacts

Figure 1: Conceptual project design, based on (Aken et al., 2012)
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1.5 Research objective and questions
The goal of this research is to find out how Company A can reduce the NIH-syndrome to absorb external
knowledge and to collaborate successfully with external partners. This goal has been defined based on the
explorative interviews and the problem statement. The goal of this research is translated into the main
research question. In order to answer the research question, multiple sub-questions are formulated.
The main research question is as follows:
“How can Company A reduce the Not-Invented-Here syndrome among R&D employees, to improve the
collaboration with external partners, and successfully absorb external knowledge?”
Sub-questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Do the dimensions of social integration support the process of insourcing external knowledge?
How are the dimensions of social integration influenced by the antecedents of the NIH-syndrome?
What antecedents of the NIH-syndrome can be identified at Company A?
What are possible design solutions to reduce the NIH-syndrome at Company A, when synthesizing
theoretical and practical findings?

1.6 Outline of the thesis
This thesis exists of different chapters that follow-up on each other subsequently. This first chapter
introduced the project context, the theoretical relevance of the research, and multiple research questions.
Chapter 2 focusses on introducing the research methodology, with the research design, the used methods,
and elaborates on how the quality of the research is maintained. In chapter 3, the theoretical analysis, the
relevant theoretical concepts are elaborated upon and synthesized into a research model. Chapter 3 ends
with discussing multiple corresponding propositions that serve as input for chapter 4, the empirical analysis.
The empirical analysis consists of two parts, namely the discussion of the theoretical analysis by expert
interviews, and a case-analysis to compare the results from the theoretical analysis with a real-life situation
in Company A. Chapter 5 introduces and evaluates possible solution designs based on the output from both
the theoretical and the empirical analysis, to provide a solution for Company A. This thesis ends with a
conclusion, discussion, practical implications and future research directions.
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2. Research Methodology
This chapter discusses the research methodology that is used for this master thesis research. First, the
research design is discussed based on the approaches proposed by Van Aken et al. (2012). After that, the
methodology for the theoretical and empirical analysis is discussed. Then, the quality of the research is
described. This chapter ends with a conclusion, existing of an overview of the specific objectives, data
collection and analysis, and deliverables per sub-question.

2.1 Research design
This master thesis project is conducted by using a problem-solving approach. The problem-oriented
approach contains the problem-solving cycle, or also called, regulative cycle. This approach is focused on
solving a business performance problem in the material world, resulting from a problem mess. The problemsolving approach is visualized in Figure 2.
Learning and
evaluation

Problem
definition

Intervention

Analysis and
diagnosis

Solution
design
Figure 2: The problem-solving cycle (Aken et al., 2012)

As the goal of this master thesis is to contribute to the existing academic literature and to solve a business
problem in the focal organization, the research in this master thesis is based on the reflective redesign
process. The reflective redesign process is based on the problem-solving cycle. This process not only
focuses on developing a solution for a company-specific business problem but also to develop a generic
design for solving the type of business problem.

Business
phenomenon
Gap in academic
literature

Selection of
performancerelated business
problem

Analysis and
diagnosis
Theoretical
analysis

Solution design
Design
requirements

Academic
reflection
Generic design
proposition

Iterations
Empirical
analysis

Problem solving cycle
Figure 3: Reflective redesign process (Aken et al., 2012)
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Final solution
design

Future research
directions

As shown in Figure 3, are the first and the last step of the problem-solving cycle added to the reflective
redesign process. An important aspect of the reflective redesign process is that the existing academic
literature is constantly consulted. As this chapter focuses on describing the approach to answer the research
questions, the first two steps of the reflective redesign process are not discussed, as these steps already have
been described in the introduction chapter. The intervention and evaluation step from the problem-solving
cycle are not included in this research, due to time-constrains and the scope of the project. However, several
practical recommendations for interventions and improvements are provided at the end of this research.
The last step of the reflective-redesign process, the academic reflection, exists of a description of the
theoretical contribution of the project together with future research directions and limitations of this
research.

2.2 Theoretical analysis – research methods
The analysis and diagnosis step is based on both a theoretical- and empirical analysis. The research method
for the theoretical analysis exists of a literature review.

2.2.1 Literature review
The theoretical analysis starts with an exploratory literature review, whereby the concepts of absorptive
capacity, social integration, and the Not-Invented-Here syndrome are reviewed. This theoretical
background serves as a starting point for a systematic literature review, which is published in a separate
document. The goal of this literature review is to develop a basis for the empirical analysis. The review is
conducted according to the method for writing a systematic literature review in order to ensure the quality
of the literature review. This method was derived from the steps as described by Brereton, Kitchenham,
Budgen, Turner, and Khalil (2007), Kitchenham (2004), and Randolph (2009). The literature study aims to
identify the impact of the NIH-syndrome on social integration. To find all the relevant literature, several
search strings are formulated. The databases Web of Science and Scopus are selected to search for relevant
articles based on these search strings. Furthermore, back- and forward snowballing is used to find other
relevant articles from the references of the selected articles. The research methodology of the literature
review, together with the results from the search queries is presented in Appendix II.

2.3 Empirical analysis – research methods
The research methods from the empirical analysis exist of expert interviews to discuss the theoretical
analysis, and a case study research in order to research how the NIH-syndrome occurs at Company A.

2.3.1 Expert interviews
A total of five expert interviews are conducted. These interviews take approximately 60 to 90 minutes,
depending on how much time can be allocated. Two expert interviews are conducted with professors from
the RWTH Aachen University to evaluate the research model and the propositions from the theoretical
analysis. These experts have an extensive background and experience in the domain of the Not-InventedHere syndrome. Also, possible solution directions are discussed with these professors as they recently
published an article with multiple countermeasures to reduce the NIH-syndrome. The interview protocol
that is used to evaluate the theoretical analysis with these two experts can be found in Appendix III. The
semi-structured interview approach is chosen for these two interviews as this method leaves room for
additional information besides using a list of specific questions (Aken et al., 2012).
Besides two university professors, also three internal expert interviews are conducted at Company A, to
discuss the NIH-syndrome and possible solution directions. One expert has a function as Vice President
Business Line Management and Innovation and has much previous experience at multinational companies.
The other two expert interviewees are part of the innovation department and have to deal a lot with external
knowledge. These interviews are unstructured in order to easily adapt interview questions based on the
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experience and work field of the interviewee. Furthermore, this leads to more in-depth discussions about
the NIH-syndrome and possible solutions directions and provides the researcher with a more comprehensive
view of Company A. Due to the explorative character of the interviews, these interviews are not
documented.

2.3.2 Case study research
Several research methods can be useful to collect data to conduct a master thesis research, such as
experiments, case studies, and surveys. As Yin (2003) describes, does each research method have several
advantages and disadvantages, depending on the type of research question, the control of the researcher
over behavioral events, and the focus of phenomena (contemporary or historical). The case study method
is generally the method of preference when the research question starts with “how” or “why”, the researcher
has little or no control on behavioral events, and the phenomenon of interest is contemporary in a real-life
context (Yin, 2003). Since this master thesis contains these characteristics, the methodology used for this
master thesis is case study research.
The chosen case study design to conduct this master thesis research is a case study with multiple cases and
a single unit of analysis. The context for the case studies is Company A, which operates in an information
technology industry. The unit of analysis that is studied in the case studies is R&D teams that insource
knowledge from external sources. The cases are selected by the selection criteria that are discussed in the
next paragraph ‘Selection of the cases”.
Selection of the cases
To select the cases for this research, several case selection criteria are defined. This, in order to ensure the
reliability of the study and an unbiased selection of cases, namely:
-

The project team must insource external knowledge regularly;
In some of the cases, the employees demonstrate signs of the NIH-syndrome according to
insourcing external knowledge;
The employees and information of the case are accessible to investigate;
The case is active or finished.

These criteria are defined according to the following reasoning. To ensure that the cases are congruent with
the context of this research, the project teams must insource external knowledge regularly. The second
criterion, demonstrating signs of the NIH-syndrome, is defined to investigate the third sub-question, by
evaluating which antecedents of the NIH-syndrome can be identified at Company A. The third criterion is
defined to ensure the availability of the data to collect. The last criterion, the activity of the project, is
formulated to add an extra perspective by asking about recent experiences and can lead to results that could
not be predicted on forehand. The cases have been selected by the company supervisors, as they know
which cases are interesting to analyze according to the selection criteria.
These selection criteria have led to the selection of the following four cases, as shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Selected cases

Case Nr.
Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4

Situation
Insourcing from partner
Outsourcing to partner
Customer/user integration
Knowledge insourcing from an internal department
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Department
Hardware
Hardware
Software
Software

Nr. of interviews
3
3
3
5

As shown in Table 2 above, four cases are analyzed by conducting 14 semi-structured interviews. The next
paragraph “Data collection” describes how the data is collected as well as the characteristics of the
interviewees.
Data collection
Semi-structured interviews are conducted to collect the data from the case study participants and experts.
These semi-structured interviews are conducted in a one-to-one setting with the researcher to create a more
private setting to enhance the reliability of the research. The semi-structured interview approach is chosen
as this method leaves room for additional information besides using a list of specific questions (Aken et al.,
2012). The interviews are conducted in German, which is the mother tongue of all the interviewees. This
made it easier for the interviewees to answer the questions. The set of questions used for the semi-structured
interviews is defined in advance. The interview questions are formulated both in German and in English.
The English version enables the researcher to let the interview questions review by the two university
supervisors of this master thesis research. The English version of the interview questions can be found in
Appendix IV.
An overview of the interviews, cases, and references to the interviewees is shown in Table 3. The function
of the interviewees is not displayed due to privacy issues. However, to generate a general overview of the
interviewees, their functions are discussed in general. From each case, the project leader, as well as minimal
one developer, is selected to be interviewed. This, in order to analyze the problem from multiple
perspectives. Furthermore, additional interviews are conducted with employees from the quality assurance
department to get a more detailed opinion about the quality of the external knowledge. Additionally, an
internal document of the lessons learned from the collaboration in Case 2 is analyzed, in order to
complement the interview data and improve the quality of research. Unfortunately, internal documents of
the other cases are not available.
Table 3: Overview of participants

Case

Department

1

Hardware

2

Hardware

3

Software

4

Software

Participant
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Date
18-06
26-06
03-07
14-06
18-06
12-07
27-06
04-07
09-07
10-07
14-08
20-08
11-07
12-07

Duration
1:17
0:59
0:58
0:56
1:13
0:56
1:47
1:03
1:09
1:08
0:39
1:03
0:58
0:59

Reference
(1,1)
(1,2)
(1,3)
(2,4)
(2,5)
(2,6)
(3,7)
(3,8)
(3.9)
(4,10)
(4,11)
(4,12)
(4,13)
(4,14)

All interviews are audio-recorded and, after that, manually transcribed by the researcher in order to reduce
the reporting bias. These transcripts of the interviews serve as input for the data analysis,
Data analysis
The collected data from the interviews is coded in order to analyze the semi-structured interviews. The
interviews are codified by using the coding software NVivo. The template approach is selected for coding
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the interviews. The template approach assumes that there is a pre-understanding about the phenomena, to
create new insights (Aken et al., 2012). Therefore, the template approach uses existing codes, which are
derived from the conceptualization of the phenomena. The following categories are pre-defined to group
the codes, namely personal background, case information, each dimension of social integration, and
possible solutions. The category “personal background” contains codes regarding the function of the
employee, and years employed. The category “case information” contains a description of the case, as well
as information about the external knowledge and the interests of the stakeholders. The four social
integration dimension-categories contain codes regarding the relevance of the category for insourcing
external knowledge in the specific case and attitudes that could be improved or stimulated knowledge
insourcing regarding the specific dimension. Furthermore, related antecedents of the NIH-syndrome are
attached to the specific social integration dimension, based on the output of the theoretical analysis. The
category “possible solutions” contains information about how to reduce the influence of the NIH-syndrome
and about possible ways to improve the knowledge insourcing at Company A. The coding scheme for the
interviews can be found in Appendix V.
Now, the data is coded and can be analyzed. A within-case and a cross-case analysis can be conducted to
analyze the processed data. A within-case analysis focusses on a single case by an in-depth exploration of
the case (Mills, Durepos, & Wiebe, 2010). The cross-case method is used to compare the similarities and
differences between the cases (Khan & VanWynsberghe, 2008). In this master thesis research, the crosscase method is used to analyze the case studies. This because the goal of the case study analysis is to gather
input for the solution design, in which a company-wide solution will be developed. Therefore, focusing on
the differences and similarities of the occurrence of NIH-syndrome among the multiple cases will probably
provide the most information.
There are two different orientations to conduct a cross-case analysis. These are variable-oriented research
and case-oriented research (Ragin, 1997). Variable-oriented research focusses on how the variables differ
between the cases and why they differ. Therefore, the cases should be selected with a degree of randomness
to represent the overall population (Khan & VanWynsberghe, 2008). However, as fair comparisons are
difficult to achieve a variable-oriented case study is a challenge to conduct. Case-oriented research differs
from variable oriented research as it focusses on similarities across multiple instances of a phenomenon
that may contribute to conditional generations (Miles & Huberman, 1994). The goal of the researcher is to
show that the outcomes of the analyzed cases share enough similarities to be treated as instances of the
same thing (Khan & VanWynsberghe, 2008). For this research, a mixture of case- and variable oriented
approaches is used. The case-oriented approach is used to describe the cases in general. The variable
oriented approach is used to analyze the similarities and differences between the cases, in order to get a
good representation of the overall population and to research the differences and similarities among the
cases.

2.4 Solution design
This paragraph discusses the methodology for developing and testing the solution design. The solution
design is the third phase of the problem-solving cycle, which is visualized in Figure 2 at the beginning of
this chapter. The methodology of the solution design can be explained by describing the design process,
which is visualized in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: The key activities in designing (Aken et al., 2012)

Based on the theoretical and empirical analysis in the previous phase of the problem-solving cycle, design
requirements are defined in consultation with the company supervisors. According to Van Aken et al.
(2012), the design requirements can be divided into four categories, namely:
1. Functional requirements: focus on the required performance demands to ensure the solution solves
the business problem;
2. User requirements: focus on the solution from user-perspective;
3. Boundary conditions: focus on the requirements that need to be met;
4. Design restrictions; focus on defining the design space by setting limitations.
These design requirements will be used to determine the design parameters of the project. The design
parameters are defined, which are both the qualitative and quantitative aspects of the desired solution (Aken
et al., 2012). The parameters help to make design decisions more explicitly and to formulate more precisely
(Reymen, 2017). The next step, synthesis, requires a process of abduction, or in other words, a creative
jump because it is not possible to logically derive the design from the input of the design process (Aken et
al., 2012). The evaluation of the design occurs by presenting and discussing the design in a focus group,
which is elaborated below.

2.4.1 Focus groups
Focus groups are used to evaluate and redesign the proposed solution designs. Two focus groups are
conducted, one with the management and one with the interviewees. These focus groups are conducted
separately, to avoid that the groups might influence each other. The focus groups take approximately 90
minutes and are conducted in German. The focus group of the management exists of the two company
supervisors, which are the hardware- and software R&D manager. Furthermore, the head of project
management and the head of a software development site attend the focus group. Also, several other
managers were invited to the focus group. However, due to scheduling issues and time constraints, it was
not possible for them to participate in the focus group. The second focus group is held among the
interviewees of the case study. To ensure that the solution would be evaluated from the perspective of all
different cases, for each case one person attends the focus group. Among the participants of the focus group
are both project leaders and developers, to ensure that the solution is evaluated from both perspectives. The
focus group starts with a short introduction of the research. Thereafter, the possible solution designs are
explained. The solution designs are evaluated by using an evaluation table. The interviewees may provide
input on the evaluation criteria and the importance per criteria. Furthermore, the evaluation table provides
a starting point for providing feedback and discussing points of improvement for the designs.

2.5 Quality of research
This paragraph discusses the quality criteria for research and how this quality is ensured in this master thesis
research. The work of Van Aken et al. (2012) discusses three research-oriented criteria that influence the
quality of a problem-solving project, namely controllability, reliability, and validity.
The first criterion, controllability, describes how the study is executed and contains the methods that have
been used to collect and analyze the data and drawn conclusions (Aken et al., 2012). The controllability of
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this master thesis research is enhanced by using a research approach, both the reflective redesign by Van
Aken et al. (2012) and the case study approach by Yin (2003). Furthermore, recording the semi-structured
interviews in order to transcribe is also used to increase the controllability of this research.
The second criterion, reliability, means that the characteristics of the study are context-independent. By
this, it should be possible that the study can be replicated in other studies. Four different sources of bias
that reduce the reliability of research are identified by methodological literature, namely the researcher,
instrument, situation, and respondents (Aken et al., 2012). The researcher-reliability of this study is
increased by several measurements. First, by using semi-structured interviews, the structured part of the
interview is standardized, which improves reliability. Second, the coding schemes derived from the
transcripts of the interviews are reviewed by another student to assess the inter-rater reliability, and if
necessary, improve the coding procedure. Third, the transcription software package NVivo is used to reduce
the dependence on the researcher and to increase reliability. In order to increase instrument-reliability,
triangulation is realized by using multiple research methods (Yin, 2003). Besides conducting semistructured interviews, more evidence is gained by reviewing internal documents. The cases for the case
study research are selected according to several selection criteria to reduce the bias of the selection of the
cases. The last reliability-related bias is circumstance reliability. The circumstance reliability is increased
by conducting the interviews in a private setting, to prevent that the interviewees may not say something
because others can hear them.
The third criterion, validity, focusses on the relationship between a research result or conclusion and how
it has been generated (Aken et al., 2012). Yin (2003) divides the validity into three types of validity, namely
construct validity, internal validity, and external validity. The construct validity demonstrates that the
instrument measures what it is intended to measure (Aken et al., 2012) (Yin, 2003). One way to achieve
construct validity is by triangulation of multiple sources of evidence (Yin, 2003). Triangulation increases
the comprehensiveness of the study because the different sources of evidence are complementary to each
other (Aken et al., 2012). The unstructured part of the interviews also may enhance the construct validity,
as this leaves room to gather additional information. Another measurement to improve construct validity
are the draft reports that are reviewed by the key stakeholders of the project (Yin, 2003). In the case of this
research, this includes meetings and feedback of the university supervisors on the concept reports and the
interaction with the company supervisors. The company supervisors are important stakeholders of the
project and are experienced in the field of interest. Another element to increase the construct validity is to
ensure that the components of measurement are complete and adequate (Aken et al., 2012). Therefore, the
interviewing transcript is checked by an experienced university supervisor. The cases and interviewees are
proposed to select by two company supervisors to ensure that the relevant stakeholders are included in the
study. The selection of the interviewees is based on the selection criteria that are described before. The
second type of validity, internal validity, focusses on the conclusions about the relationship between
phenomena to ensure that there are no probable competing explanations for tor the proposed relationship
(Aken et al., 2012). This research proposes some causal relationships that are derived from an extensive
literature review and interviews. However, as this research is explorative, it is not possible to make causal
interferences, as the proposed relationships are not empirically validated by the used research methods (Yin,
2003). External validity is the last type of validity that is discussed and focusses on the generalizability of
the research (Yin, 2003). Although this research is conducted by using a multiple-case design, the research
context is firm-specific, and consequently, limits the generalizability of this research. However, the claims
made by this research could be proposed to firms that operate in the same context. For example, firms that
suffer from the NIH-syndrome and operate in an information technology industry.
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2.6 Conclusion of analysis
In this chapter, the methods used to conduct this research have been described. Table 4 provides an
overview of how the theoretical and empirical analysis are related to the sub-questions of this research.
Furthermore, deliverables per sub-question are defined.
Table 4: Methods and deliverables per sub-question

Sub-question
SQ1: Do the
dimensions of social
integration mediate the
process of insourcing
external knowledge?

Theoretical analysis
A systematic literature
review to derive a
research model

Empirical analysis
Expert interviews to
evaluate the role of
social integration
dimensions.

Deliverables
Research model and an
evaluation of the
dimensions of social
integration as proposed
by the literature.

SQ2: How are the
dimensions of social
integration influenced
by the antecedents of
the NIH-syndrome?

A systematic literature
review to identify the
antecedents of the NIHsyndrome.

Expert interviews to
evaluate the
propositions.

SQ3: What antecedents
of the NIH-syndrome
can be identified at
Company A?

-

SQ4: What are possible
design solutions to
reduce the NIHsyndrome at Company
A, when synthesizing
theoretical and
practical findings?

Identify possible
measures to reduce the
NIH-syndrome by
consulting the
academic literature,
based on the
deliverables from the
previous sub-questions

Case study research
with semi-structured
interviews to identify
antecedents of the NIHsyndrome at Company
A.
Case study research
with semi-structured
interviews to identify
possible solution
directions. Focus
groups, to evaluate the
possible design
solutions.

Propositions, based on
an evaluated list with
the identified NIHantecedents linked to
the related social
integration dimension.
An overview of the
identified antecedents
at Company A in
comparison with
formulated propositions
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An overview of
possible design
solutions, together with
an evaluation to select
the most suitable
solution.

3. Theoretical Analysis
The first part of the analysis exists of the theoretical analysis. In this chapter, the concepts as introduced in
the theoretical introduction of this research and the conceptual project design are elaborated in more detail.
First, the concepts of absorptive capacity, social integration, and the NIH-syndrome are elaborated. Next,
the research model of this research is presented. In this model, the categories of antecedents of the NIHsyndrome are linked to different dimensions of social integration, leading to several propositions. Finally,
this chapter ends with a discussion of the theoretical analysis.

3.1 Absorptive capacity
Absorptive capacity can be defined as “the ability to recognize the value of new external information,
assimilate it, and apply it to commercial ends” (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990, p. 128). Teece, Pisano, and
Shuen (1997) add to this description that absorptive capacity is a dynamic capability that improves the
competitive advantage of a firm. This because the combination of both external and internal knowledge can
lead to unique combinations of knowledge which are high in value and exclusivity (Grimpe & Kaiser,
2010). Developing absorptive capacity brings several advantages for a firm. Besides improving the
competitive advantage for the firm, absorptive capacity also increases the innovativeness, knowledge
transfer, and performance (Grimpe & Kaiser, 2010; Lichtenthaler, 2016; Rothaermel & Alexandre, 2009;
Tsai, 2001). Cohen and Levinthal (1990) identify three different stages of absorptive capacity. The first
stage is called knowledge recognition, which is about identifying and obtaining external knowledge that is
valuable for the organization. The second stage is called the assimilation stage. This stage is about
understanding, internalizing and comparing the information with existing knowledge. In the last stage, the
knowledge is applied to commercial ends. This stage can be called the exploitation stage. The research of
Zahra and George (2002) proposes a reconceptualization of the concept of absorptive capacity and adds a
fourth stage to it. They define absorptive capacity as “a set of organizational routines and processes by
which firms acquire, assimilate, transform, and exploit knowledge to produce a dynamic organizational
capability” (Zahra & George, 2002, p. 186). Furthermore, they propose four complementary capabilities
that create the absorptive capacity of a firm. These four capabilities are acquisition, assimilation,
transformation, and exploitation. Compared to the stages of Cohen and Leventhal (1990), the
transformation capability is added. Zahra and George (2002) define this transformation capability as
follows: “a firm’s capability to develop and refine the routines that facilitate combining existing knowledge
and the newly acquired and assimilated knowledge” (Zahra & George, 2002, p. 190). Zahra and George
(2002) suggest in their study that absorptive capacity can be divided into two subsets, called potential and
realized absorptive capacity. These two subsets contain different capabilities of absorptive capacity.
Potential absorptive capacity contains the acquisition and assimilation capability and realized absorptive
capacity contains the transformation and exploitation capability. The division of capabilities among these
two subsets of absorptive capacity results in complementary but different roles (Zahra & George, 2002).
An overview of the two subsets of absorptive capacity with the corresponding capabilities is visualized in
Table 5.
Table 5: Overview of absorptive capacity capabilities according to (Zahra & George, 2002)

Type of absorptive capacity
Potential absorptive capacity
Realized absorptive capacity

Capability
Acquisition
Assimilation
Transformation
Exploitation
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As potential absorptive capacity focusses on valuing and acquiring external knowledge, does realized
absorptive capacity focus on levering the absorbed knowledge. In order to profit from the absorbed
knowledge, is it essential that the knowledge is transformed and exploited into the organization (Zahra &
George, 2002). Sharing relevant knowledge among organizational members is a requirement for successful
knowledge exploitation (Spender, 1996).

3.2 Social integration
The process of absorbing knowledge is not only dependent on the characteristics of the organization and
the environment, as this is often conceptualized in the existing literature (Rothaermel & Alexandre, 2009).
Also, as Cohen and Leventhal (1990) propose, does the absorptive capacity of a firm depend on “a mosaic
of individual capabilities” (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990, p. 133). According to Volberda, Foss, and Lyles
(2010) does absorptive capacity exist on different levels in the organization and do firms not have just one
level of absorptive capacity in the organization. The importance of developing and maintaining absorptive
capacity on all organizational levels shows that mechanisms to absorb knowledge from external sources
should focus on bringing these individuals, groups, and organizations together (Von Briel et al., 2019).
Previous literature has shown that social integration mechanisms are essential for building intraorganizational cohesiveness and developing shared meanings. The article of Zahra and George (2002), for
example, proposes that the exploitation of knowledge requires knowledge sharing among organizational
members, which can be supported by social integration mechanisms. Social integration can be defined as
“the degree to which group members are psychologically linked or attracted toward interacting with one
another in pursuit of a common objective” (Harrison, Price, & Bell, 1998, p. 96). The research of Enkel et
al. (2018) finds that social integration mechanisms improve the collaboration between the members of an
organization and the external partner. In other words, social integration mechanisms can be beneficial for
organizations that exchange knowledge with both internal and external partners in order to innovate (Enkel
et al., 2018).

3.2.1

Dimensions of social integration

Several articles in the literature of absorptive capacity have tried to identify social integration mechanisms.
The article of Van den Bosch, Volberda, and de Boer (1999) call these mechanisms “combinative
capabilities” but define them identically to social integration mechanisms. They discuss three types of
capabilities, namely socialization capabilities, coordination capabilities, and system capabilities (Van den
Bosch et al., 1999). The article by Enkel et al. (2017) identified social integration mechanisms that support
both the collaboration within the organization and the collaboration with external partners. They identified
four categories in which the mechanisms have been defined. The identified types of mechanisms are as
follows: internal connectedness, external connectedness, systematic communication, and socialization. The
theoretical article of Von Briel et al. (2019) considers social integration as a multidimensional construct
that contains four different dimensions that are interrelated with each other. As social integration
mechanisms are difficult to imitate or observe, studies identified different mechanisms of social integration
with various implications on the process of knowledge transfer (Enkel et al., 2018; Lewin, Massini, &
Peeters, 2011). Therefore, this research draws on the dimensions of social integration, as described by Von
Briel et al. (2019), to keep a more comprehensive view on the concept of social integration.
Table 6 shows the proposed dimensions with the definition and related stages of absorptive capacity. Only
the absorptive capacity stages “recognition”, “assimilation”, and “exploitation” are mentioned in Table 6,
as the study of Von Briel et al. (2019) leaves the transformation stage out of scope. The dimensions of
social integration with possible mechanisms and possible relevant stages of absorptive capacity are
discussed more in detail below Table 6.
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Table 6: Dimensions of social integration (derived from (Von Briel et al., 2019, p. 19))

Social
Definition
integration
dimension
Environmental Availability of and access to
resources that enable group
members to interact

Affective

Cognitive

Behavioral

Existence of positive
feelings among group
members when interacting
Existence of shared frames
of reference among group
members
Existence of interrelated
goals that enable group
members to coordinate their
interactions

Possible mechanisms

Expense accounts for visits at
other divisions or companies;
Shared physical workspaces;
Groupware and conferencing
systems.
Social gatherings;
Mentoring programs;
Open experience sharing forums.
Shared training;
Job rotation;
Participation in interest groups;
Shared vocabulary.
Joint task forces and committees;
Shared success measures;
Joint decision-making.

Influence on
absorptive
capacity stage
Recognition,
Assimilation,
Exploitation

Recognition,
Assimilation,
Exploitation
Assimilation,
Exploitation

Exploitation

Environmental dimension
The mechanisms to foster environmental social integration can be focused on different environmental
characteristics, such as temporal characteristics (amount of interacting time) and spatial characteristics
(richness and ease of interactions) (Straub & Karahanna, 1998; Wittenbaum & Stasser, 1996). An example
of spatial characteristics is when communication happens via less rich communication media, such as email. Communication can also take place via face-to-face meetings, which enable rich information
exchange. The study of Von Briel et al. (2019) reason that this dimension concerns all stages of absorptive
capacity, as all these stages require knowledge sharing.
Affective dimension
The second identified dimension is the affective dimension. Mechanisms that belong to this dimension
focus on encouraging positive feelings between individuals and groups when collaborating (Van der Vegt,
2002; Von Briel et al., 2019). Previous literature has shown that the affective dimension increases group
efficiency (Gibson, 2003), trust (McAllister, 1995), and reduces the chance of interpersonal conflicts
(Forgas & George, 2001). Furthermore, the study of Von Briel et al. (2019) reasons that the affective
dimension of social integration impacts all stages of absorptive capacity. This because the readiness to share
knowledge and assisting others to understand that shared knowledge has a positive effect on the recognition
and assimilation phase (Estrada, Isen, & Young, 1997; Hayton & Cholakova, 2012).
Cognitive dimension
The mechanisms that belong to the cognitive dimension focus on creating shared frames of reference among
groups and individuals, which results in an effective and efficient transfer of knowledge (Von Briel et al.,
2019). According to Mohammed and Dumville (2001) does a collective view on working relationships,
situations, responsibilities, and equipment among members of a group lead to team cognition. Team
cognition may subsequently lead to cognitive social integration between members of the organization and
the external partner (Von Briel et al., 2019). According to the stages of absorptive capacity are the
mechanisms of this dimension only proposed to be relevant to the assimilation and exploitation stage (Von
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Briel et al., 2019). This is because it supports members of an organization to align and organize their
knowledge sharing, which is of importance in the assimilation and exploitation phase (Schulze, Brojerdi,
& Krogh, 2014). Recognizing the external knowledge, however, is also possible without a joint knowledge
base (Von Briel et al., 2019).
Behavioral dimension
The last dimension of social integration that has been formulated is the behavioral dimension. Mechanisms
that belong to this category focus on developing the basis to share knowledge between the members of the
organization and the external partner (Von Briel et al., 2019). This leads to goals that are mutually beneficial
and encourage cooperative behavior and planned action between groups and individuals (Van der Vegt,
2002). The mechanisms of the behavioral dimension are suggested to only influence the exploitation stage
of absorptive capacity, as the need for coordinated action is less important for the recognition and
assimilation phase (Von Briel et al., 2019). These phases are more focused on identifying, obtaining, and
understanding the external knowledge, whereas the exploitation phase focusses on understanding and
applying the knowledge (Zahra & George, 2002).

3.3 Not-Invented-Here Syndrome
Regarding absorbing external knowledge for innovation, is the NIH-Syndrome one of the most frequently
mentioned bias that influences individual decision making (Antons & Piller, 2015). The NIH-syndrome can
be defined as “the negatively shaped attitude of an individual towards knowledge that has to cross a
contextual (disciplinary), spatial, or organizational (functional) boundary, resulting in either its suboptimal utilization or its rejection” (Antons & Piller, 2015, p. 197). There are multiple contexts in which
the NIH-syndrome can occur. For example, when an external provider offers a technological solution, when
a customer has a different cultural tradition, or when a team member has a different disciplinary background
(Antons & Piller, 2015).
According to Antons and Piller (2015), the NIH-syndrome leads to a reduction of the use of knowledge
from the outside or to an overestimation of the costs of obtaining external knowledge. Interorganizational
knowledge transactions are, however, often not an option but a requirement, as it often leads to competitive
advantage and can have significant effects on the firm performance (Cassiman & Veugelers, 2006). For an
innovating company, it will be economically damaging when individuals reject or underutilize external
knowledge because of their negative attitude, despite the potential value of the external idea, technology,
or knowledge (Antons & Piller, 2015; Kathoefer & Leker, 2012). The openness of the individual employees
is, therefore, critical for the successful adaption and implementation of external technologies (Lichtenthaler
& Ernst, 2006). Besides economic damage as a possible result of the incorrect evaluation of ideas and
technologies, the NIH syndrome also contains more consequences. The syndrome may lead to an increase
in development cost by the delayed implementation (Clagett, 1969), a reduction of firm performance (Katz
& Allen, 1982), and project failure (Herzog & Leker, 2010).

3.3.1

Antecedents of NIH

This paragraph discusses the antecedents of the NIH-syndrome. The antecedents have been derived from
the current literature by conducting a systematic literature review. The identified antecedents have been
clustered into categories. These categories may contain multiple antecedents, as some antecedents are
similar to each other. As stated in the literature, the NIH-syndrome can be researched from different
perspectives at different levels (Antons & Piller, 2015). The following three levels are used to create more
overview among the antecedents: organizational level, group level, and individual level. In Table 7 on page
20, the levels, categories, and corresponding antecedents are presented.
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Organizational level
The first and the most broadly level to which the antecedents of the NIH-syndrome are assigned is the
organizational level. The first category of antecedents belonging to this level is “inappropriate incentives”.
The literature states multiple antecedents of NIH that belong to this category. The NIH-syndrome can be
triggered by an inappropriate incentive system, in which internally innovations are rewarded (Mehrwald,
1999). Employees that compete for promotion based on an inappropriate incentive system are also more
vulnerable to the NIH-syndrome (Antons et al., 2017). Individuals may also be more intrinsically motivated
to create and use internal ideas because incentives, such as social status or peer recognition, make this more
prestigious than adapting ideas from external sources (Husted & Michailova, 2002). Burcharth, Knutsen,
and Søndergaard (2014) found that nurturing special talents enhances the NIH attitude, as talent programs
are often based on empowerment and self-involvement. This may increase the undervaluation of external
knowledge (Burcharth et al., 2014). The last antecedent in this category is an award culture in which expert
achievements are recognized, and innovation champions are appointed. Individuals in organizations with
such a culture can develop an expert status in their domain. Knowledge from external sources in their
domains can threaten this status, which may result in a NIH attitude among those experts (Antons & Piller,
2015).
The second category on the organizational level is “agency conflicts”. Agency conflicts are the result of a
conflict of interest. These conflicts of interest could happen, for example, between business units within the
organization (Arora, Fusfuri, & Rønde, 2013). The agency theory, as described by Eisenhardt (1989)
focuses on a situation in which a principal delegate work to an agent. The agency conflict occurs when the
goals or desires of the two parties are conflicting, and when it is for the principal not possible to find out
what the agent is doing. The agency problem may also occur when the risk-aversion attitude of the agent
and principal are different (Eisenhardt, 1989). An agency problem can result in an NIH-attitude when it is,
for example, not in the self-interest of an R&D unit to buy technologies from external sources, as this may
negatively impact the available budget of this R&D unit (Arora et al., 2013).
The third category on the organizational level is “a too strong culture”. The antecedent that is assigned to
this category is corporate identity. A strong corporate identity can be built by utilizing institutionalized
socialization practices. These practices can be used to improve cohesion among employees and employee
satisfaction (Ashforth & Mael, 1989; Bauer, Bodner, Erdogan, Truxillo, & Tucker, 2007). Nevertheless, a
strong corporate identity may also bias the perception of employees of the external world. This could result
in an undervaluation of the usefulness of external ideas while favoring internal knowledge, and therefore,
can be perceived as an antecedent of the NIH-syndrome (Burcharth & Fosfuri, 2014).
The last category that has been identified at the organizational level is “dysfunctional communication”.
According to Mehrwald (1999) may internal resistance of external technologies results from dysfunctional
communication. This dysfunctional communication can arise from language bases that have been formed
within an organization, which may cause problems in understanding and evaluating external information
(Mehrwald, 1999).
Group level
The second identified level is the group level. The first identified category is “too strong bonding” and
exists of the antecedents group tenure and strong internal bonding among R&D members. Group tenure is
an antecedent of the NIH-syndrome, because individuals may rely more heavily on their own knowledge,
which diminishes the openness to external knowledge and information (Katz & Allen, 1982). The next
antecedent is a “strong internal bonding” of R&D members. Antons and Piller (2015) discuss that internal
bonding can be related to the social-adjustive function of an NIH attitude. This attitude function can be
characterized by “facilitating and maintaining social relationships” (Antons & Piller, 2015, p. 202).
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Because of internal bonding and the attitude to maintain social relationships, R&D members may
unanimously reject external ideas. The last identified category is “group’s insecurity”. When external
knowledge is considered as superior to their own, people can feel offended, and the pride of the research
group can be injured (Clagett, 1969). Hussinger and Wastyn (2016) identified that the source of external
knowledge could threaten the identity of R&D research groups, which may result in internal resistance to
external knowledge. This internal resistance increases if the source of the external knowledge shares more
similarities with the company that acquires knowledge (Hussinger & Wastyn, 2016).
Individual-level
The third level is the individual level. The first category is defined as a “lack of self-confidence”. There are
multiple antecedents of NIH that can be assigned to this category. The first antecedent is the fear of being
viewed as incompetent. The following quote of an R&D employee in the research of Lüttgens, Pollok,
Antons, & Piller (2014) describes such a fear: “Why should we find an external solution when we can do it
ourselves? If we do this, we’re really only showing how bad we are” (Lüttgens et al., 2014, p. 352). Another
example that describes the fear of being viewed as incompetent is the possible criticization of a developer
by its supervisor (Antons et al., 2017). The supervisor could criticize the developer for being uncreative or
dependent on output from the external environment. Chesbrough (2006) discusses that the fear of failure in
finding an external technology is an antecedent of the NIH-syndrome. This could be particularly the case
when employees have a limited time for the project. However, employees could also suffer from a fear of
succeeding with external technology integration as they believe this could lead to a reduction of R&D
employees in the firm (Chesbrough, 2006a). The third antecedent belonging to this category occurs when
employees block information from others that they perceive as more competent than themselves (Gupta &
Govindarajan, 2000). Antons and Piller (2015) assign such rejection to the ego-defense function of NIH,
which protects the self-concept of an individual.
The second identified category is called “wrong decision making”. This category is composed of two
antecedents that influence decision making on the individual level. The first identified antecedent is the
preference for solutions that have been developed internally. This preference can be explained by the
endowment effect, by which the owner of an internal solution can experience feelings of ownership by all
the time and energy that has been put into the solution (Onarheim & Christensen, 2012). This “ownership”
results in increased feelings of loss if the internal solution is not selected and, therefore, do employees
promote their own ideas more than external ideas (Kahneman, Knetsch, & Thaler, 1991). The second
antecedent that is identified is “confirmation bias”. Confirmation bias means that individuals are more likely
to interpret or seek evidence that supports their existing expectations or beliefs (Nickerson, 1998). Such an
attitude can be explained by the finding that people strive for cognitive consistency, and consequently adopt
information that is congruent with their attitudes and filter out information that challenges their attitude
(Ajzen, 2001). An example of this bias is given by the study of Biyalogorsky, Boulding, and Staelin (2006).
They show that managers tend to hold on their initial positive beliefs of the market potential for a new
product, even when new negative information becomes available (Biyalogorsky et al., 2006).
The third identified category on the individual level is “resistance to change”. Two identified antecedents
are assigned to this category. The first antecedent can be explained by the tendency of individuals to strive
for stability and security, which could be disturbed by the integration of knowledge from external sources
(Thomas, 1991). This disturbance increases the level of insecurity, which could make individuals feel
uncomfortable (Clagett, 1969; Katz & Allen, 1982). Security can also be maintained by introducing work
routines, which leads us to the second antecedent in this category (Kathoefer & Leker, 2012). The process
of integrating external knowledge often requires different work routines and therefore disturbs the current
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routines of employees. By resisting change, employees can maintain their current routines (Clagett, 1969;
Katz & Allen, 1982).
The last identified category is “lack of (positive) experience”. The two antecedents that have been assigned
to this category are described by the research of Mehrwald (1999). The first antecedent is that a lack of
experience with insourcing external knowledge could lead to an NIH-attitude (Mehrwald, 1999). The
second antecedent mentioned by Mehrwald (1999) is a negative experience with insourcing external
knowledge. This negative experience can lead to prejudices, as the individual evaluates to what extent the
information matches with his/her expectations from negative experiences (Mehrwald, 1999). This
appearance can be explained by the theory of cognitive dissonance. This theory proposes that individuals
strive for internal cognitive consistency and that internal inconsistency can lead to a state of discomfort
(Festinger, 1957). The more negative experiences the individual has with external technology sourcing, the
more the individual hardens its NIH-attitude (Mehrwald, 1999). Table 7 on page 20 presents the levels,
categories, and corresponding antecedents of the NIH-syndrome.
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Table 7: Overview of antecedents of NIH

Level

Category

Antecedent
Inappropriate incentive systems
Peer recognition & social status

Inappropriate incentives

The pressure to compete for promotion
Nurturing special talents

Organizational
level

Awards based on expert achievements
Agency conflicts

Conflict of interest (between Business Units)

Too strong culture

Strong corporate identity

Dysfunctional communication

Organizational language bases

Too strong bonding
Group level
Group’s insecurity

Because of group tenures, members think that they have more knowledge
Strong internal bonding of R&D members
Research group's pride harmed by the integration of external knowledge
Team identity threatened by the source of external knowledge
Fear of being viewed as incompetent

Lack of self-confidence

Block information that suggests that others are more competent
Fear of failure in selecting external technology
Fear of succeeding in finding an external solution

Individual-level

Wrong decision making
Resistance to change
Lack of (positive) experience

Endowment effect for internally developed solutions
Filtering out new information that challenges/questions their attitude
Disturbed routines
The human tendency to strive for stability and security
Limited/no experience with inward technology transfer
Negative experiences with external technologies
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3.4 Description of the research model
The research model is visualized in Figure 5 and is explained as follows. For firms, it is crucial to develop
a specific level of absorptive capacity to successfully insource external knowledge (Greco et al., 2019). To
realize this external knowledge insourcing, it is important that social integration mechanisms are in place
(Enkel et al., 2018). Social integration mechanisms can be used to absorb knowledge from external sources
and subsequently share this knowledge in the organization (Von Briel et al., 2019). The NIH-syndrome has
been identified as an obstacle of knowledge sharing between organizations, organizational units, and
individuals (Antons et al., 2017), and is therefore expected to negatively influence the social integration
which enhances the insourcing of external knowledge.

NIH-syndrome

Social integration

Insourcing
external
knowledge

Figure 5: Research model

The research model aims to visually present the relationship between the NIH-syndrome and social
integration. The list of NIH-antecedents is not exhaustive, as some antecedents are similar to each other.
Therefore, the antecedents of the NIH-syndrome are merged into categories, as shown in Table 7 on page
20. The same has been done for the social integration mechanisms. As social integration mechanisms are
difficult to imitate or observe, studies identified a broad range of different social integration mechanisms
with various implications on the process of knowledge transfer (Enkel et al., 2018; Lewin et al., 2011).
Therefore, this master thesis research focusses on the dimensions of social integration, to keep a more
comprehensive view on the concept of social integration. An overview of the NIH-antecedent categories
and the related social integration dimensions is given in Table 8 in paragraph 3.5.

3.5 NIH vs. Dimensions of social integration
This paragraph focusses on relating the categories of NIH-antecedents to the social integration dimensions.
An overview of the categories of NIH-antecedents and the related social integration dimensions is given in
Table 8. In this table, the definitions of the social integration mechanisms are adjusted, as social integration
can also be used between the internal organization and the external partner (Von Briel et al., 2019). In the
rest of this chapter, the relationships between the NIH-categories and the social integration dimensions are
described more in detail.
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Table 8: Dimensions of social integration with related NIH-antecedent category (definitions derived from (von Briel et al., 2019,
p. 19))

Category of NIH-antecedents
Resistance to change

Level

Individual

Related
social integration
dimension

Definition

Environmental

Availability of and access to
resources that enable group
members (and the external
partner) to interact

Affective

Existence of positive feelings
among group members (and
the external partner) when
interacting

Cognitive

Existence of shared frames of
reference among group
members (and the external
partner)

Behavioral

Existence of interrelated
goals that enable group
members (together with the
external partner) to
coordinate their interactions

Lack of (positive) experience
Group’s insecurity

Group

Lack of self-confidence
Individual
Lack of (positive) experience
Dysfunctional communication
Organizational
Too strong culture
Lack of (positive) experience

Individual

Inappropriate incentives
Organizational
Agency conflicts
Too strong bonding

Group

Wrong decision making

Individual

3.5.1

NIH vs. environmental social integration

The first dimension of social integration that is related to the NIH-syndrome is the environmental
dimension. The following categories of the NIH-syndrome that are proposed to be related to this dimension
are “resistance to change” and “lack of (positive) experience”. The antecedent category resistance to change
is indicated as relevant, because a change in the environment of the employees, such as the availability and
access of resources to interact, does also require changes of the employees. As employees tend to strive for
stability and security, they do not want to change their working routines, as this makes them feel
uncomfortable (Kathoefer & Leker, 2012). Therefore, the resources to interact offered by the environmental
dimension of social integration will probably be resisted by employees, and as a result, not be effective.
Besides the resistance to change, a lack of positive experience with external partners could also have a
negative influence on the environmental dimension. If employees have a negative experience when
collaborating with external partners, it reduces their motivation to collaborate with partners and
consequently may reduce their willingness to use resources to interact offered by the environment
(Mehrwald, 1999). Thus, the following proposition is formulated:
Proposition 1: The NIH-categories “resistance to change” and “lack of (positive) experience” negatively
influence the environmental dimension of social integration.

3.5.2

NIH vs. affective social integration

The affective dimension of social integration is the next dimension that is discussed. The following
categories of the NIH-syndrome that are proposed to be related to this dimension are “group’s insecurity”,
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“lack of self-confidence”, and “lack of (positive) experience”. The first related category, group’s insecurity,
is related to the affective dimension as it may prevent positive feelings when interacting with an external
partner. These feelings of insecurity increase when the source of external knowledge, the external partner,
shares more similarities with the acquiring company (Hussinger & Wastyn, 2016) or if the acquired
knowledge is perceived as superior to their own (Clagett, 1969). The second related category is a lack of
self-confidence. As Table 7 on page 20 indicates, are there several antecedents of NIH that belong to this
category. First, a lack of self-confidence can be explained by a fear of being viewed as incompetent, as the
support of an external partner is needed to solve internal problems (Antons et al., 2017). This may
negatively influence the feelings among group members when interacting. However, a lack of selfconfidence may also be caused by a fear of a reduction of R&D employees in the firm (Chesbrough, 2006a).
This fear may lead to negative feelings when interacting with an external partner. Another antecedent
belonging to this category, which may negatively impact the affective dimension is the feeling that others
are more competent, as this may increase the level of insecurity and consequently leads to a negative feeling
when interacting with both other group-members and the external partner. The last NIH-category that is
proposed to have a negative impact on the affective dimension is a lack of (positive) experiences. If
employees have negative experiences when collaborating with external partners, this leads to prejudices for
new external partners (Mehrwald, 1999). These prejudices may lead to negative feelings when interacting
with external partners. Thus, the following proposition is formulated:
Proposition 2: The NIH-categories “group’s insecurity”, “lack of self-confidence”, and “lack of (positive)
experience” negatively influence the affective dimension of social integration.

3.5.3

NIH vs. cognitive social integration

The third dimension of social integration that is discussed is the cognitive dimension. The following
categories of the NIH-syndrome that are proposed to be related to this dimension are “dysfunctional
communication”, “too strong culture”, and “lack of (positive) experience”. The first related category,
dysfunctional communication, may have a negative influence on the cognitive dimension as internally
developed language bases may cause problems to understand and evaluate external information (Mehrwald,
1999). Nevertheless, it is essential to develop a language base to communicate with external partners. The
next category of NIH that may influence the cognitive dimension is a too strong culture. If employees have
a too strong corporate identity, this can bias the perception of these employees about the external world,
which can lead to an undervaluation of the usefulness of external ideas (Burcharth & Fosfuri, 2014). The
last NIH-category that may be related to the cognitive dimension is a lack of (positive) experience. If
employees have a lack of experience with collaborating with an external partner, this may lead to a lack of
shared frames of reference among employees and an external partner. These shared references, however,
are of importance for an effective and efficient exchange of knowledge (Von Briel et al., 2019). Therefore,
the following proposition is formulated:
Proposition 3: The NIH-categories “dysfunctional communication”, “too strong culture”, and “lack of
(positive) experience” negatively influence the cognitive dimension of social integration.

3.5.4

NIH vs. behavioral social integration

The last dimension of social integration is the behavioral dimension. The following categories of the NIHsyndrome that are proposed to be related to this dimension are “inappropriate incentives”, “too strong
bonding”, “agency conflicts”, and “wrong decision making”. The category inappropriate incentives may be
related to the behavioral dimension as this category may prevent the establishment of interrelated goals
among group members (and the external partner), as inappropriate incentives could lead to a culture in
which individuals strive for peer recognition and social status (Antons & Piller, 2015). This also
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complicates the process of coordinating interactions to reach these interrelated goals, as incentive systems
can function as an important mechanism to motivate employees (Schneckenberg, 2014). The second
category is too strong bonding. This category may be related to the cognitive dimension as a too strong
internal bonding may lead to a unanimous rejection of external ideas by R&D members, as this may help
to facilitate and maintain social relationships (Antons & Piller, 2015). A too-long group tenure could also
impact the cognitive dimension because if group members work together in a group for a long time, they
are less open for knowledge and information from external sources (Katz & Allen, 1982). The third NIHcategory that may be related to the behavioral social integration dimension is agency conflicts. Agency
conflicts may complicate the development of interrelated goals, as a result of a conflict of interest (Arora
et al., 2013). Thus, there may be a lack of shared success measures, which makes it challenging to
coordinate the interactions of these group members. The fourth and the last category of NIH-antecedents
related to the behavioral dimension is wrong decision making. Wrong decision making may be a result of
a biased evaluation process, caused by an endowment effect or confirmation bias (Onarheim & Christensen,
2012) (Ajzen, 2001). This biased evaluation process could also complicate the development of interrelated
goals, as the individuals may have a different view on decisions that are made. Consequently, this may
negatively influence the coordination of the interactions to reach goals, and consequently, this NIHcategory is expected to negatively influence the behavioral dimension of social integration. Therefore, the
following proposition is formulated:
Proposition 4: The NIH-categories “inappropriate incentives”, “agency conflicts”, “too strong bonding”,
and “wrong decision making” negatively influence the behavioral dimension of social integration.

3.6 Conclusion theoretical analysis
Multiple concepts have been tried to synthesize into one research model, with corresponding propositions.
This theoretical analysis serves as a theoretical basis for the empirical analysis. However, the theoretical
analysis is only based on the findings from the academic literature found by the researcher. To ensure the
reliability of the theoretical analysis, the findings are evaluated by experts. This evaluation of the output of
the theoretical analysis is part of the empirical analysis, and will, therefore, be discussed in the next chapter.
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4. Empirical Analysis
The empirical analysis exists of both an evaluation of the models and propositions of the theoretical analysis
by expert interviews and a cross-case analysis. The cross-case analysis is executed in order to compare the
propositions with the occurrence of the NIH-syndrome at Company A to acquire input data for the design
phase. Due to the scope of this research, the propositions are only evaluated by the experts but are not
tested. This chapter ends with a conclusion of the findings.

4.1 Expert interviews
As described in the methodology in Chapter 2, are expert interviews conducted to evaluate the output of
the theoretical analysis. The output from the theoretical analysis exists of three main parts, namely social
integration and absorptive capacity, the research model, and the four propositions. In total, five expert
interviews have been conducted, of which two expert interviews with professors in the field of the NotInvented-Here syndrome. The feedback from these two university professors is used for evaluating the
theoretical concepts.

4.1.1

Social integration and absorbing external knowledge

The first part of the output from the expert interviews is about the reason for refusing
to absorb external knowledge. According to the experts, it is important to make a
distinction between a negative attitude towards the context of the external knowledge
and the context of the knowledge provider. As displayed in Figure 6, is NIH only
valid as an attitude against the external knowledge, and not against the knowledge
provider. When looking to the definition of NIH that is maintained in this master
thesis, this is indeed the case;

NIH

Attitude

+/-

Content
external
knowledge

Context
knowledge
provider

Definition NIH: a profound attitude-based bias towards knowledge (ideas, Attitude against
knowledge
technologies) derived from a source or contextual background that is considered
provider
outside or external from the perspective of the individual (Katz & Allen, 1982;
Figure 6: Difference
Kostova & Roth, 2002) (Antons & Piller, 2015, p. 194).

attitude vs knowledge
and knowledge provider

However, the experts mention that is it important to make this distinction in theory,
as it is conceptually different. However, in practice, it is complicated to distinguish
between these two different concepts, as the knowledge seeker often confuses these attitudes. This makes
it, according to the experts, very difficult or even impossible to draw conclusions based on an interview.

However, this does not mean that it is useless to distinguish between the concepts, as the concepts are
related to each other. The experts describe that the attitude against the knowledge provider influences the
attitude against external knowledge, which may lead to the refusal of external knowledge, as shown in
Figure 7.
Negative attitude
towards knowledge
provider

Negative attitude
towards external
knowledge

Refusal

Figure 7: Relation attitude against knowledge provider and external knowledge
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4.1.2

Evaluation of the research model

The second part that has been discussed in the expert interviews is the evaluation of the research model, as
visualized in Figure 5 on page 21. As already discussed in the previous paragraph, is it important to
conceptually distinguish between the refusal based on the context of the knowledge provider and the context
of the external knowledge. Besides this distinction, the experts also have some other important remarks
towards the research model. First, they mention that it is essential to mention that there is a difference
between the levels of analysis of the multiple concepts that are discussed in the research model. Social
integration and absorptive capacity occur on a group level. The NIH-syndrome, however, occurs at an
individual level. The concepts on the group level are influenced by a combination of internal and external
factors, namely knowledge seekers and knowledge providers. Furthermore, the experts suggested
developing a research process model to visualize the steps that are taken in this research to come to a
solution for the initial problem. The research process model is visualized in Figure 8.
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Potential problem

Problem recognition

External knowledge
insourcing

Observing
collaboration

Problems in
collaboration?

Problem characteristics

Yes

Assessment of
problem & related
social integration
dimension

Response

Selection of
category of NIHantecedents based
on corresponding
dimension

Potential consequence

Develop &
implement
appropriate
countermeasure

No

Problems reduced/
solved?

No actions required

No

Figure 8: Research process model
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4.1.3

Evaluation of the propositions

The final part of the evaluation of the theoretical analysis is the evaluation of the propositions. As the
relation between the social integration dimensions and the categories of the NIH-antecedents is only based
on logic reasoning, the evaluation by the two experts positively influences the reliability of this research.
The results of the expert evaluation of the propositions are summarized in Table 9, in which ✓ stands for
‘Confirmed’,  for ‘Added’, and  for ‘Removed’.
Table 9: Categories of NIH-antecedents with related social integration dimension – evaluated by experts

Category of NIH-antecedents
 Lack of (positive) experience
 Resistance to change
✓ Group’s insecurity
 Too strong bonding
✓ Lack of self-confidence
✓ Lack of (positive) experience
 Resistance to change
 Wrong decision making
✓ Dysfunctional communication
✓ Too strong culture
✓ Lack of (positive) experience
 Resistance to change
 Wrong decision making
✓ Agency conflicts
✓ Inappropriate incentives
 Too strong bonding
✓ Wrong decision making

Level

Related Social integration dimension

Individual

Environmental

Group
Affective
Individual
Company
Group
Cognitive
Individual
Company
Group
Individual

Behavioral

As shown in Table 9 are all the categories of NIH-antecedents removed from the environmental dimension,
which leads to the elimination of the first proposition. The reasoning behind this is that the environmental
dimension, which is only about the availability and access to resources to interact, tells nothing about the
attitude towards external knowledge or the external partner.
Regarding the affective dimension, all initially related categories of NIH-antecedents are confirmed.
Furthermore, three new categories have been added by the experts. The first category that has been added
is “resistance to change”. The expert explains this by mentioning that striving for stability contributes to
maintaining positive feelings. The study of Kathoefer and Leker (2012) supports this change, as could it
make individuals feel uncomfortable when their perceived level of stability and security is disturbed by the
integration of external knowledge. The second antecedent-category “too strong bonding” has been added
to the affective dimension and removed from the behavioral dimension as harming a bonded group may
lead to negative feelings. This, as the research of Antons and Piller (2015) discuss that internal bonding can
be related to the social-adjustive function of an NIH attitude. The social-attitude function can “facilitate
and maintaining social relationships, but at the same time they can also disrupt and violate them (Eagly &
Chaiken, 1993)” (Antons & Piller, 2015, p. 202). Therefore, this antecedent category is expected to
influence the affective dimension instead of the behavioral dimension. The third category that has been
added to the affective dimension is “wrong decision making”. The expert proposed the link to the affective
dimension based on the reasoning that if someone has a strong endowment effect, (s)he is focused on
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promoting their own ideas more than external ideas (Kahneman et al., 1991). However, if despite the
promotion of the internal idea, the external idea is still chosen, this person might experience difficulties in
developing positive feelings that are shared among the group members. This, as the person could feel
uncomfortable and (s)he resists to change as their status quo is disturbed (Kathoefer & Leker, 2012).
Considering the cognitive dimension, the antecedent categories “wrong decision making” and “resistance
to change” have been added to this dimension. The influence of wrong decision making to the cognitive
dimension was explained by the experts as follows. In a situation of wrong decision making, individuals
will not build a shared frame of reference. However, (s)he will develop a strong frame of reference, but not
a shared one. This is supported by the literature, as wrong decision making can be caused by a confirmation
bias, which means that individuals are more likely to interpret or seek evidence that supports their existing
expectations or beliefs (Nickerson, 1998). Furthermore, these individuals filter out information that
challenges their attitude (Ajzen, 2001). The link of the cognitive dimension to the resistance to change can
be explained as follows. If someone is resistant to change something, (s)he is probably also not likely to
develop a shared frame of reference. This is supported by literature, as the integration of external knowledge
often requires different work routines (Kathoefer & Leker, 2012). These different work routines might
contain the development of a shared frame of reference.
No categories of NIH-antecedents have been added to the behavioral dimension. Only the antecedent
category ‘too strong bonding’ has been removed from this dimension, as the expert mentioned that this
antecedent category makes more sense at the affective dimension, which has been explained above. These
changes from Table 9 lead to the following three reformulated propositions.
Proposition 1: The following categories of NIH-antecedents “group’s insecurity”, “lack of selfconfidence”, “too strong bonding”, “resistance to change”, “wrong decision making”, and “lack of
(positive) experience” negatively influence the affective dimension of social integration.
Proposition 2: The following categories of NIH-antecedents “dysfunctional communication”, “too strong
culture”, “resistance to change”, “wrong decision making”, and “lack of (positive) experience” negatively
influence the cognitive dimension of social integration.
Proposition 3: The following categories of NIH-antecedents “inappropriate incentives”, “agency
conflicts”, and “wrong decision making” negatively influence the behavioral dimension of social
integration.

4.2 Analyses of cases
The second part of the empirical analysis focusses on the analysis of the different cases according to the
three social integration dimensions. First, the cases are briefly introduced to provide the reader with
background information. Second, a timetable of the cases and overview of the interviewees is provided, as
the cases could have influenced each other. Third, the cases are analyzed according to the dimensions of
social integration by using the cross-case analysis method.

4.2.1

General description of cases

This paragraph provides some background information on the different cases by briefly elaborating on the
relevant facts of every case. In total, four cases have been analyzed by conducting 14 semi-structured
interviews. The first two cases are focused on the insourcing of knowledge from an external partner and the
outsourcing to an external partner, respectively. The third case is focused on insourcing knowledge from
customers and users. The last case, Case 4, focuses on the knowledge transfer on the intra-organizational
level between R&D teams from two different departments.
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Case 1: Insourcing from partner
The first case is about insourcing multiple product parts from external partners. These product parts are
insourced as Company A lacks knowledge, time, and capacity to develop them by their selves. The central
product, in this case, can be described as a product update, containing multiple incremental innovations.
The project started in 2016 and was successfully completed in 2019. The responsible core team existed of
10-15 employees. Partner X has been selected to develop and deliver multiple product parts. Before
selecting this Partner X, three potential partners were selected to be assessed more in detail. The selected
Partner X has a long history with Company A, as Partner X already works for 40 years with Company A.
Company A and Partner X differ in size, as Company A is significantly larger, which results in a priority
status for Company A.
Case 2: Outsourcing to partner
The first ideas for the developed product in Case 2 started in 2014. This project started as a reaction to the
fast-changing market Company A currently operates in. It was necessary to react fast to gain a first-mover
advantage and to maintain the market leader in this market. However, the project would be the largest and
most complex project in the history of Company A. As Company A did not have the resources in place to
develop this product, there has been chosen to develop this product with the help of the resources and
knowledge from an external partner. Company A assigned six employees to the core team, which had a
reviewing role towards the partner. The partner has been selected by using a partner selection process.
However, the partner selection process had a few pitfalls. Firstly, Company A lacked the experts that could
review the knowledge of the external partners. Secondly, there was too little time available for the partner
selection process. Thirdly, as a result of the factors mentioned before, there were too few capabilities
assessed in the partner selection process. This resulted in an initial selection of three partners that were not
evaluated on a level that should be appropriate for a project of this size and importance. The partner that
has been selected, Partner Y, can be described as a large development partner with offices across the whole
world. Company A, is, in comparison to Partner Y, a small company and does account for appropriately
1% of the revenue of Partner Y. During the project, the partner changed the development site from Germany
to the USA, which also led to cultural differences that complicated the process of collaborating and
insourcing knowledge. The decision to shift the development location has been made by the partner, as the
partner was under increasing time pressure, and there were more developers available at the development
location in the USA. The project has not been finished yet. The expected end date of the project is estimated
at the end of 2020.
Case 3: Customer/user integration
The third case started in 2015 and focused on a significant software update of an existing service product.
This project originated from an existing product that did not fulfill the needs of the customers anymore. As
the development of this product was completely outsourced to an external partner, Company A was
dependent on the work of the partner. Therefore, they could not develop software updates by their selves.
Because of this, the service product has been built again by using a new coding language and tightly
working together with subsidiaries that are in contact with customers from all over the world. The core
team that worked on this project existed of five employees and worked in an agile way. The ideas from
users and customers were a significant source of external input and contributed heavily to the success of
this project. The project has been successfully finished in 2018. Unfortunately, afterward, there was no
internal marketing for the fact that the input from users and customers was of such significant importance
to the success of the project.
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Case 4: Knowledge insourcing from an internal department
The fourth case focusses on the knowledge transfer between two departments at Company A. Department
1 focusses on the development of one specific product group. Department 2 is more broadly oriented, as it
mainly develops small projects for different departments at Company A. Therefore, department 2 is often
seen as an “internal/external” department. Department 2 is founded by the employees from the current
department 1, as they were searching for more variation in their development job. It is often developers that
are already working at Company A for a long period and therefore have much expert knowledge. This leads
to tensions between the two departments, as there is little understanding from the experienced developers
from department 2 towards the newcomers in department 1, even if they are employed for already two
years. Department 1 currently exist out of six employees, and department 2 of eight employees. The
knowledge that is insourced from department 2 is about small projects. Therefore, the unit of analysis, in
this case, is the collaboration and knowledge transfer between these two departments. This by using
experiences from multiple, smaller cases. These smaller project cases are part of a larger solution, which is
the primary responsibility of department 1.

4.2.2

Timetable

A timetable has been developed in order to visualize how the cases could have an impact on each other,
which is visualized in Figure 9. As can be seen, started Case 2 as first. This means that the negative
experiences of Case 2 may influence the other cases, which also has been mentioned by some of the
interviewees.

1/1/2013

1/1/2014
Start Case 2

1/1/2015
Start Case 3

1/1/2016
Start Case 1

1/1/2014

1/1/2015

1/1/2016

1/1/2017

1/1/2018
End Case 3

1/1/2019
1/1/2020
End Case 1 Estimated end Case 2

1/1/2018

1/1/2019

1/1/2020

Figure 9: Timetable cases

4.3 Cross-case analysis
As described in the methodology in Chapter 2, the cross-case method is used to analyze the interviews. The
cross-case method is focused on analyzing similarities and differences between cases (Khan &
VanWynsberghe, 2008). The cross-case analysis is determined according to the four dimensions of social
integration. As there are no categories of NIH-antecedents linked to the environmental dimension, this
dimension is only discussed in general. The other dimensions are analyzed according to the gathered data
of the different cases. To improve the reliability of the research, the relation of the quotes from the
interviewees to the NIH-antecedent categories, and the social integration dimensions is validated by another
student researcher.
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4.3.1

Environmental dimension

The first dimension of social integration is the environmental dimension. As previously discussed, this
dimension cannot be directly related to the NIH-syndrome, as it is only about the availability of, and access
to resources that help to interact. However, as the dimensions of social integration are interrelated with each
other, the environmental dimension could have a potential positive or negative influence on the other
dimensions. The interviewees were asked about their previous experiences with this dimension to get
insight into the relevance of the environmental dimension when collaborating with an external partner.
Although this dimension is not related to the NIH-syndrome, the interviewees mentioned this dimension as
an essential factor for a successful collaboration. It was often mentioned that kick-off meetings, if possible,
in a face-to-face setting, are essential to get to know the partner and to align expectations. As many meetings
are forced to happen via telecommunication, like (video)calls, this still is seen as a disadvantage compared
to in-person meetings. Reasons for the importance of non-verbal communication, such as attitude and face
expressions that provide much useful feedback, are mentioned.
“It helps a lot if you see the partner often and that you can talk about it. Their face expression is
important, you can directly see if the solution does not fulfill all the requirements, so maybe you can
redesign the solution together. Personal contact is important, if it is not there, lots of non-verbal feedback
is lost.” (2,5)
Impersonal meetings are also likely to reduce the chance to communicate informally with the external
partner, which is mentioned as an essential factor for knowledge transfer and to gain an understanding of
the partner. Besides the type of meeting, it is also vital that the right human resources are invited to the
meeting. One interviewee mentioned that often there are too many persons invited, who are only partly
involved. This diminishes the effectiveness of a meeting, as the meeting takes longer and involves more
meaningless discussions. Also, the time that is available to be allocated to the process of knowledge
insourcing is limited by Company A. The partner selection process, in which Company A assesses the
partners by pitches and small assignments is often skipped or very quickly done, as described in the quote
below. This results in the selection of the wrong partner and reduces the number of novel new external
ideas. Furthermore, it may also be the case that the partner allocates too little time for meetings and,
therefore, only explains the necessary information. This reduces the learning effect of the employees of
Company A and diminishes the knowledge stream into the company.
„Two things happen. The first thing is, one is searching too short. If you do not find anything, one
concludes, there is nothing. You need this preliminary investigation process. And second, if you choose
something, it often goes relatively quick without observing it in detail.” (2.5)

4.3.2

Affective dimension

The affective dimension is the first dimension that can be linked to the NIH-syndrome. According to the
interviewees, is the affective dimension important for successfully insourcing external knowledge.
Zooming in on Case 2, in which the knowledge insourcing did not go well, the employees still tried to
obtain positive feelings toward the external partner. They did this by splitting the business-related
interaction from personal interaction. However, at one point, there was a lack of trust between the two
parties, as too many agreements have not been met. This lack of trust resulted in no knowledge absorption
from the external partner, as all their knowledge and ideas were questioned. Besides the agreements that
have not been met, did management also influence the attitude of the employees, by sharing their doubts
and frustration towards the partner with the development group. In Case 4, there were almost no positive
feelings between the departments. This negative attitude towards each other led to frustrations and
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skepticism, which reduced the personal contact (environmental dimension), and led to almost no knowledge
sharing between the departments. However, personal contact is indicated as an essential factor for
developing positive feelings toward each other. According to the interviewees is the way of approaching
and communicating with each other an effective way to improve the presence of positive feelings. This
again shows the interdependency between the dimensions of social integration.
The following table, Table 10, shows the categories of NIH-antecedents that were linked to the affective
dimension and in which cases these have been found to occur. As shown in Table 10, no cases are related
to the antecedent category “wrong decision making”. Therefore, this category is not discussed in more
detail.
Table 10: Antecedents affective dimension – Occurrence in practice

Category of NIH-antecedents
Groups’ insecurity
Lack of (positive) experience
Lack of self-confidence
Block info that suggests others are more competent
Fear being viewed as incompetent
Fear of succeeding selecting an external partner
Resistance to change
Too strong bonding
Wrong decision making

Case 1
X
X
X
X

Case 2

Case 3

X
X
X

Case 4

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

Groups’ insecurity
The antecedent category belonging to the category is the fear of being viewed as incompetent. The first
citation that can be related to this category is mentioned by an interviewee from the hardware department
in Case 1. This interviewee mentions that (s)he has the feeling that their department is underestimated and
misunderstood by the other departments, which expresses itself as a lack of trust in the expertise of the
hardware department. The following quote illustrates this.
“There is a lot of knowledge and know-how available in the hardware department. However, from
time to time it seems that the other departments think we are not quite familiar, and they get their knowledge
from external sources.” (1,2)
This quote shows that this department feels passed as external knowledge is insourced from other sources
instead of using internal knowledge. However, this is not a healthy attitude towards insourcing knowledge
from both departments. As the knowledge from the internal department that feels ignored, is not utilized
for searching the external partner, this creates a distance and an aversion between the internal ignored
department and the external partner.
Lack of (positive) experience
Relevant cases belonging to the “lack of (positive) experience” category of NIH-antecedents are Case 1 and
2. As the outcome of Case 2 might have influenced the experiences of employees in Case 1, Case 2 is
discussed first. In Case 2, the interviewees mention that at the beginning of the collaboration, the work of
the partner was not satisfactory. This had led to suspicion that the external partner was not able to do their
job right. This unsatisfactory work of the partner at the beginning of the project matches the previous
negative experiences the core team had from the past and confirms these negative experiences.
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In Case 1, it is mentioned that the internal team took a more cautious approach towards insourcing from the
external partner as the collaboration with the partner in Case 2 had just failed. This critical attitude led to
skepticism towards the work from the external partner. Because of the cautious approach, more failures
were found, which was mentioned to be seen as a positive aspect. However, besides the positive aspect that
more failures are found, the interviewees mention that the bad experiences with the previous development
partners led to “a very critical attitude towards the insourcing of this product.” (1,3). Also, the interviewees
from Case 2 mentioned that they expect that this project increases the lack of positive experience for future
collaborations. This is illustrated by the following quote:
“I think that this whole project contributed to avoiding taking external knowledge.” (2.5)
Lack of self-confidence
The category “lack of self-confidence” consists of multiple antecedents, as shown in Table 7. The output
from the interviews relating to this category is discussed according to the multiple antecedents.
The first antecedent belonging to this category is blocking information that suggests that others are more
competent. When someone thinks that the other has more knowledge, it happens that one automatically
shifts into a defending mode and tries to defend their expert position, as demonstrated in the following two
citations:
“The external source says it can be done way cheaper, easier, faster, or better than we estimated.
Afterward, they find out that our previous estimation was actually accurate”. (1,2)
This tone of this citation from Case 1 implicates that an individual automatically might block information
that suggests that others are more competent, based on a lack of self-confidence. Furthermore, the
confirmation that the partner was wrong, and they were right, maybe a boost for the self-confidence that
was initially damaged. The citation from Case 2, as shown below, also implicates a defending reaction
when one thinks that the other has more knowledge.
“Of course, if someone has the expertise, (s)he is more likely to defend than if (s)he says, ‘I do not
know’.” (2,5)
One interviewee from Case 4 mentions that there is not only a tension between the departments when
insourcing external knowledge, but also management has been complicating the attitude towards knowledge
from external sources in the past. As shown in the quote below, is this not only harmful to the attitude
towards insourcing external knowledge but also negatively impacts the relationship between the internal
developers and ‘the others’.
“It is always said; the others are experts and we do not question whether they do it well or badly.
They are the experts, we are just the developers. And of course, that is really bad, because there is no
interrelation between internal and external.” (4,11)
The last antecedent in the category “lack of self-confidence’ is the fear of succeeding in finding an external
partner. This fear of succeeding has been diagnosed in Case 2. As mentioned in the description of this case
were the goals of the management and the core-team not aligned, which resulted in a go decision from the
management to proceed to cooperate with the external partner, even when the core-team had raised a red
flag. In the end, as the project failed and had to proceed with another partner, the whole firm interpreted
this project as a failure and an example of bad cooperation with an external partner. The core team has the
feeling that everyone thinks they are responsible for this, and therefore, their reputation is damaged.
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However, they were the ones that recognized the danger and now are more careful or even avoiding
collaborating with external partners.
Resistance to change
In Case 3, resistance to change exists as some developers are troubling to view things from a customer’s
perspective. One interviewee tries to explain this as it could be the job field of a developer, as many
developers have a technical profession. (S)he suggests that developers may tend to focus more on solving
technical problems than maintain a customer orientation, as a result of technical valuation. However, it
should be mentioned that this statement has to be interpreted carefully, as this cannot be generalized among
all developers.
Too strong bonding
The focus of this antecedent category is on the case-level. As shown in Table 10 above, does this antecedent
happens to take place at Case 1, 2, and 4. In Case 1, the employees already worked together for six years,
which resulted in a specialist knowledge base among the group members. This specialist knowledge base,
together with the long group tenure, led to a skeptic and critical attitude towards ideas from the external
partner and reduced the absorption of external knowledge. In Case 2, one interviewee mentioned that the
proximity towards the external source of knowledge is a predictor of how critical one is. This is further
demonstrated by the following quote.
“I think you are always more critical to things that you did not create by yourself because it is
difficult to be critical to yourself.” “And Company A intern?” “Of course, it is more difficult to be critical.
The closer you are to a person, the more difficult it is to be critical.” (2,5)
It is essential to mention that being critical is not indeed a bad thing, as it increases the quality of the
knowledge. However, being unreasonably critical towards the external partner without regarding the
content of the external knowledge, probably reduces the capability to absorb external knowledge
successfully.
In the fourth case, the too strong bonding results in a barrier between the two departments. Department 2 is
created by former employees of department 1. Furthermore, there is a long group tenure between the
employees of department 2 and much specialist knowledge. Multiple projects are going on between the two
departments, in which the knowledge of department 2 is required by department 1 and vice versa. However,
department 1 exists of multiple employees who joined the department recently. The experienced employees
of department 2 are, however, critical and reluctant to work together with the relatively new employees, as
described in the following quote from an interviewee from Case 4.
“Department 2 has a lot of experience and think that people who have been around for 1-2 years
do not know the system that well. I mean not everybody can be in the company for 20 years. There is a bit
of a lack of understanding.” (4,13)

4.3.3

Cognitive dimension

The third dimension of social integration is the cognitive dimension. All interviewees indicated that this is
an important dimension for insourcing external knowledge. When there is no shared vocabulary available,
meetings are inefficient, which can lead to miscommunication, according to the interviewees. Furthermore,
they mention that the process of building a shared vocabulary already leads to knowledge insourcing, as
this process enabled them to learn interesting things from the external partner. In Case 3, one interviewee
mentioned that perspective-taking is an effective way to improve the shared frames of reference when
collaborating with customers, for example. However, the shared frames of reference, like a shared
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vocabulary, were not already present in every case. In Case 1, a shared vocabulary was already available,
as the external source of knowledge in Case 1 has already experience with Company A for 40 years. In
Case 4, where the insourcing of knowledge takes place between two internal departments, there were
remarkably more issues regarding a shared frame of reference. Table 11 shows the antecedents that are
related to this dimension and the case in which they were mentioned. However, as some antecedents are
appearing on the company level, the relevance per case is not as important as for other antecedents. These
antecedents are marked in bold.
Table 11: Antecedents cognitive dimension - Occurrence in practice

Category of NIH-antecedent
Dysfunction communication
Lack of (positive) experience
Resistance to change
Too strong culture
Wrong decision making

Case 1

Case 2
X
X
X

Case 3
X
X

Case 4
X
X
X

X

Dysfunctional communication
The antecedent category “dysfunctional communication” has been mentioned by interviewees in Case 2, 3,
and 4. In Case 2, the dysfunctional communication happened at an intra-organizational level, between the
core-team and management. The red flag, for which the core team warned the management, was ignored.
Of course, this can be interpreted as a decision made of management level. However, appropriate feedback
or (controlling) countermeasures have not been taken. This has led to a situation in which rumors about the
project team that went around in the organization, which damaged their image and social status.
In Case 4, one interviewee mentioned that there is a reduction in personal contact at Company A. This
decrease in personal contact leads to a reduction of personal relationships. This dysfunctional
communication also may increase the boundaries between the departments, increase the differences in the
knowledge base, and therefore complicates the process of knowledge sharing across the departments. The
following quote from Case 4 illustrates this:
“Company A is gradually evolving from a smaller medium-sized company to a larger one. From
my perspective, there is a reduction in personal contact. You know fewer and fewer people, and also the
personal relationship is decreasing.” (4,10)
As the developers in Case 3 are not in direct contact with customers, they are dependent on the intermediary
employees who transfer the customer information to the developers. As the information is transferred
among multiple levels of the organization, at every level, information is lost. The decrease of the quality of
the information may lead to an underestimation of the external knowledge, and also a reduction in the ability
to maintain the perspective of the knowledge provider.
Lack of (positive) experience
The next antecedent group that has been identified to this social integration dimension is a lack of (positive)
experience. According to the interviewees from Case 2, 3, and 4, did a lack of experience negatively
influences the insourcing of external knowledge. In Case 2, the interviewees mention that cultural
differences between Central Europe and America led to difficulties in working together and insourcing
knowledge. An example, mentioned by an interviewee was that the partner in America had more difficulties
in admitting things went wrong as they often told that everything was all right. Of course, it is essential to
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mention that cultural differences should be interpreted carefully, as this is difficult to generalize. However,
this example shows that it is crucial to manage long-distance collaborations effectively, to avoid
misunderstandings. This has also been mentioned in Case 4, wherein one project knowledge has been
insourced from the development house of Company A in India. Here, also the interviewees mentioned that
it is vital to manage this correctly, as mismanagement negatively impacts knowledge insourcing. However,
this is something in which Company A has not much experience. Another aspect, which also has been
partially mentioned related to dysfunctional communication, is the fact that developers are not in direct
contact with the customers and market. This has been mentioned by an interviewee from Case 3. The lack
of experience from developers creates a barrier between Company A and the market, which may lead to a
refusal of external knowledge.
Resistance to change
The next category of NIH-antecedents focusses on the resistance to change. Resistance to change could
happen if the internal employees have to change their routines, as the partner has another way of working.
This was the situation in Case 2, as the following quote from an employee describes.
“If the process of the partner is different, you have to get used to that. Especially when things take
longer than expected, and you do not have all the partner-internal information ready. Then you wonder,
and you have to change your own routine and get in closer and more contact with the partner.” (2,4)
Too strong culture
This antecedent category “too strong culture” is reviewed on the company level. Looking back at the
company history of Company A, they successfully maintained a Closed Innovation strategy. The market
was not developing rapidly, and all the knowledge and resources were in-house. However, as the
environment changes by the entry of new competitors and more demanding customers, it is important that
Company A changes its strategy. However, as the old processes and culture proved to be very useful in the
past, the old processes are still maintained in Company A. This is also described in the following quote.
“I think that is actually how we came to be. We simply did everything ourselves in the first years.”
(4,12)
Besides the preference to develop everything in-house, the culture of Company A also has been described
as conservative, which does not focus on developing new things. This conservative culture may lead to
rejecting new, innovative ideas and refusing to absorb knowledge from external partners.
“One sees in the long-term experience, that the better way at Company A is to be conservative and
persist things longer. Many new things are tried out, but only half-heartedly.” (4,11)
Wrong decision making
The next antecedent group is ‘Wrong decision making’, based on a lack of shared frames of reference. This
lack of shared frames of reference is often combined with a lack of positive experience, as can be seen in
the following quote from Case 2, in which the interviewee mentions to have a negative attitude towards the
knowledge from an external partner in advance, even before evaluating the knowledge.
“We test a lot and see many things go wrong. And then it is safer to say that there is a likelihood
that anything else you’ve never seen before will go wrong as well.” (2,5)
Another interesting variant of this antecedent has been mentioned in Case 4. There, an interviewee mentions
that if (s)he works with something good for long, there is a distance or even a resistance to change working
with something new. The following quote describes this experience from the interviewee.
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“If I have been developing XX for decades, and someone comes along and says, ‘CY, that is a lot
better’, then there is just that distance, something unknown that I cannot rate cannot be something good.”
(4,11)

4.3.4

Behavioral dimension

The last dimension of social integration, the behavioral dimension, has been mentioned as an essential
dimension by the interviewees when insourcing external knowledge. Defining shared goals in a kick-off
meeting at the start of a project has been mentioned as an important aspect to create shared goals among
the core team and the external partner. It also depends on the external partner. If someone is proud of the
solution (s)he offers, there is more knowledge absorption, which is often the case for start-ups. Furthermore,
goal alignment has been mentioned as an important aspect. If the KPI’s at both the partner and Company
A are not set right, this could complicate the process of insourcing external knowledge. Connected to this,
is the prioritization of important aspects of the external knowledge, which should be discussed between
Company A and the external partner. Three categories of antecedents are linked to the behavioral dimension
of social integration, which is presented in Table 12 below.
Table 12: Antecedents behavioral dimension - Occurrence in practice

Category of NIH-Antecedent
Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4
Agency conflicts
X
X
Inappropriate incentives
X
X
X
X
Wrong decision making
Agency conflicts
The first antecedent category of the behavioral dimension of social integration is “agency conflicts”. In
Case 2, interviewees mentioned that there was a conflict of interest as management had different goals than
developers, as management was more focused on cost and time to market, and the developers were more
focused on the quality of the product. This situation led to a go-decision of the management to proceed with
the project even when the core team already warned that this project was doomed to fail. This resulted in a
more cautious attitude towards external knowledge from the core-team in the future, as they are the ones
which reputation in the company has been impacted negatively by the failed project. Interviewees in Case
4 also mention that agency conflicts occurred, which negatively affected the insourcing of knowledge.
There is a conflict between the internal department 1 and the internal/external department 2. This conflict
took place when the developers in department 2, with much specialist experience, had to provide knowledge
and work together with relatively new developers from department 1. Although it would be beneficial for
both the developers in department 1 and the success of the project, there was a lack of understanding from
the developers of department 1. This led to tensions between the two departments, reduced the transfer of
knowledge, and even escalated to a transfer or outflow of these employees.
Inappropriate incentives
The second antecedent category that has been linked to the behavioral dimension is ‘inappropriate
incentives’. As this antecedent group is linked to the company level, no distinction between the cases has
been made, as the opinion of the interviewees on incentives has been asked in general. The question mainly
focused on the bonus system at Company A. The interviewees mentioned that they all participate in a bonus
system. However, the effectiveness of this bonus system was questioned by the interviewees. Achieving a
100% bonus, which is equal to one monthly salary is a typical scenario for most of the employees. Even so
typical, that achieving a bonus of less than 100% is seen as punishment. The bonus exists in multiple parts.
One part can be achieved by reaching personal, business-related goals. These goals are set in consultation
with the (project) managers. However, interviewees mention that these goals can be set at such that it does
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not stimulate innovation in the company but are focused on being achieved without requiring much effort.
Furthermore, interviewees mentioned that the duration of the personal goals is not in line with the company
strategy, as the company wants to change rapidly, but the bonus system does not change rapidly as the
personal goals are set for one year.
Besides achieving personal goals, it is also possible to achieve a bonus by working on patents. Patents are
seen as an essential aspect of the success of the firm and the patent holders. Therefore, they have an
important status in Company A. Some interviewees mentioned that the number of patents a company has
in its portfolio is a type of status and reputation for the company. The internal status of developing a patent
is even so high, that hundreds of patents hang framed on the wall, with a short description, a schematic
drawing, and the names of the developers. This is one part of the social status when creating a patient.
Developers also get a monetary reward and even peer recognition as they will be invited to have dinner
with their executives. However, these incentives might increase the motivation of developing something
internally instead of insourcing knowledge from external sources, as shown in the following quote:
„The advantage of developing something internally is that the probability of developing something
new increases.” (2,5)
The incentives that are connected to developing something new, such as a bonus, peer recognition, and
social status in the company, increase the motivation to develop something internally. This does, however,
not mean that external knowledge is rejected, but it reduces the preference of the employees to use external
knowledge. Furthermore, it might complicate the process of developing and achieving shared goals together
with an external partner, which negatively influences the collaboration and the insourcing of external
knowledge.
The hard- and software departments even got the specific goal a few years ago to create two patents a year.
This pressure to create patents also leads to the growing importance of working on patents in the minds of
the employees in the firm. However, as some interviewees admit, were these two patents a year not that
innovative, as they learned what kind of things that can be patented.
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4.4 Conclusion of analysis
In this chapter, both the theoretical analysis has been evaluated by expert interviews and the propositions
have been tested by conducting four case studies with development teams from Company A. Regarding the
dimensions of social integration, there can be concluded that all four dimensions were marked as relevant
by the interviewees when insourcing external knowledge. This finding is in line with the theoretical article
by Von Briel et al. (2019), which assumes that these four dimensions of social integration positively
influence knowledge absorption. The next paragraph focusses on the output of the empirical analysis in
comparison to the, by experts, evaluated assumptions from the theoretical analysis.

4.4.1

Comparison propositions

The theoretical analysis focused on finding ways to make the NIH-syndrome more manageable. To arrange
this, several categories of NIH-antecedents have been linked to different dimensions of social integration,
which have been evaluated by experts at the beginning of this chapter. Based on the feedback from the
experts, the original propositions have been updated and are compared to a real-life situation by conducting
four case studies at Company A. The first proposition is about the affective dimension of social integration
and leads as follows:
Proposition 1: The following categories of NIH-antecedents “group’s insecurity”, “lack of selfconfidence”, “too strong bonding”, “resistance to change”, “wrong decision making”, and “lack of
(positive) experience” negatively influence the affective dimension of social integration.
In Table 13, the categories of NIH-antecedents related to the affective dimension are ranked by the number
of cases in which they are mentioned.
Table 13: Affective dimension: Antecedent categories ranked by occurrence

Category of NIH-antecedents

Occurrence (Nr. Of
cases mentioned)
3
3
2
1
1
0

Too strong bonding
Lack of self-confidence
Lack of (positive) experience
Resistance to change
Groups’ insecurity
Wrong decision making

Case number
1, 2, 4
1, 2, 4
1, 2
3
1
-

As shown in Table 13 above, four of the six antecedent categories are congruent between the analysis and
propositions. As can be seen in Table 13, was the antecedent category “lack of self-confidence” mentioned
in three of the four cases. The lack of self-confidence appears on an individual level, and therefore, directly
influences the NIH-syndrome among employees. From this antecedent category, blocking information that
suggests that others are more competent and fear of being viewed as incompetent are antecedents that were
mentioned in the cases. This means that the image of knowledge insourcing probably needs to be improved.
The antecedent category “Too strong bonding” is also mentioned in three cases. This category appears on
group-level and can be seen as the counterpart of the category “group’s insecurity”, as this category may
lead to a too confident feeling among team members instead of feeling insecure. The antecedent category
“wrong decision making” related to the affective dimension did not come forward in the case study analysis.
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The second proposition is based on the cognitive dimension of social integration and leads as follows:
Proposition 2: The following categories of NIH antecedents “dysfunctional communication”, “too strong
culture”, “resistance to change”, “wrong decision making”, and “lack of (positive) experience” negatively
influence the cognitive dimension of social integration.
As shown in Table 14, all the antecedent categories of proposition 2 are congruent with the results of the
cross-case analysis, as NIH-antecedents from all the categories have been mentioned by the interviewees.
Table 14: Cognitive dimension: Antecedent categories ranked by occurrence

Category of NIH-antecedents

Occurrence (Nr. Of
cases mentioned)
3
3
1
1
1

Dysfunctional communication
Lack of (positive) experience
Wrong decision making
Resistance to change
Too strong culture

Case number
2, 3, 4
2, 3, 4
1
2
4

The categories “dysfunctional communication” and “lack of (positive) experience” are even mentioned in
three out of four cases. Dysfunctional communication, which may be the result of an internally developed
language basis have not only been perceived at an intra-organizational level (Case 3) but also interorganizational between departments (Case 4) and even between organizational levels (Case 2).
Dysfunctional communication, which appears on an inter-organizational level, results in a lack of
understanding between the knowledge seeker and the knowledge provider. However, dysfunctional
communication also happened on an intra-organizational level at Company A, which resulted in a lack of
motivation among developers to insource external knowledge. The antecedent category “lack of (positive)
experience”, which also has been mentioned in three cases, is mainly caused by a lack of experience of
cultural differences. The examples of the interviewees that are elaborated upon in the analysis show that it
is crucial to be aware of the cultural differences and to take these into account to manage the collaboration
appropriately. Furthermore, in Case 3, it is mentioned that developers do not have much experience with
collaborating with external customers, and therefore have almost no shared frames of reference, which
complicates the insourcing of external knowledge.
The last proposition, proposition 3, links the categories of NIH-antecedents to the behavioral dimension of
social integration. This proposition is formulated as follows:
Proposition 3: The following categories of NIH antecedents “inappropriate incentives”, “agency
conflicts”, and “wrong decision making” negatively influence the behavioral dimension of social
integration.
The occurrence of the antecedent categories belonging to the behavioral dimension is shown in Table 15
on the next page.
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Table 15: Behavioral dimension: Antecedent categories ranked by occurrence

Category of NIH-antecedents

Occurrence (Nr. Of
cases mentioned)
4
2
0

Inappropriate incentives
Agency conflicts
Wrong decision making

Case number
1, 2, 3, 4
2, 4
-

The results of the cross-case analysis according to the behavioral dimension, are partly congruent to
proposition 3, as can be seen in Table 15. The antecedent category “Inappropriate incentives” is, among all
dimensions, the only antecedent category that is mentioned in all of the four cases. However, it is important
to mention that this antecedent category occurs on a company level, and is, therefore, not case-specific.
Nevertheless, there can be reasoned that this antecedent-category may also influence the other categories
of antecedents. An incentive system that is focused on rewarding internally developed solutions instead of
insourcing external knowledge might decrease the development of shared goals between the developers and
the external partner. This, as the developers are focused on developing something by themselves in order
to achieve recognition in the organization and a patent-related bonus. Related to this category is the category
“Agency conflicts”. When goals are not shared, this may result in an agency conflict. Agency conflicts have
been observed in Case 2 and Case 4 and occurred at an intra-organizational level. Antecedents from the
category “wrong decision making”, related to the behavioral dimension, were not mentioned by the
interviewees.
Based on the output of this chapter, multiple possible solution designs will be introduced and evaluated in
the next chapter, to reduce the NIH-syndrome at Company A.
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5. Solution Design
The output from both the theoretical analysis and the empirical analysis is used as input for the solution
design, which is developed in this chapter. First, design requirements and parameters are determined to
create a design space in which the solution should fit. Next, several possible design solutions are developed,
which requires a process of abduction. According to several design criteria, these possible design solutions
are evaluated by two focus groups, to ensure the solutions fit within the context of Company A. This chapter
ends with a description of the selected solution for Company A.

5.1 Design requirements and parameters
In consultation with the company supervisors, several design requirements are formulated in order to
determine the design space for possible solutions. The requirements are divided into four requirementtypes, as described in the methodology in Chapter 2.4. The requirements are presented in Table 16.
Table 16: Design requirements

Requirement-type
1. Functional
requirements

2. User requirements
3. Boundary conditions
4. Design restrictions

Nr. Requirements
1.1 The design should solve the business problem, as diagnosed in the
analysis
1.2 The design should reduce the Not-Invented-Here syndrome among
employees of Company A
1.3 The design should improve the collaboration with the external
knowledge provider
1.4 The design should reduce categories of NIH-antecedents that are
mentioned in at least three different cases, according to the case-study
from the empirical analysis
2.1 The design should be easy to understand by the users
2.2 The design should be acceptable for the users
3.1 The design should fit the corporate culture and strategy of Company A
4.1 The design should be delivered by December 2019

Based on the design requirements, several design parameters are formulated, as shown in Table 17. The
design parameters determine the aspects of the desired solution. The parameters help to make design
decisions more explicitly and to formulate more precisely (Reymen, 2017).
Table 17: Design parameters

Parameter
Number of dimensions addressed
Level of autonomy of developers
Level of structural changes
Level of durability

Range
Low-high
Low-high
Low-high
Low-high
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Value
High
High
Medium
High

5.2 Possible solution designs
The next step is to develop possible solution designs. For this step, again, the literature has been consulted
to gather extra input according to NIH-countermeasures. In Table 24 in Appendix II, the articles are
presented that served as input for the solution design. During the expert interviews, the experts from the
RWTH Aachen university mentioned that they previously published an article that presents an overview of
NIH-countermeasures. From this article by Hannen et al. (2019), the following has been derived that was
helpful during the development of the solution design, as presented in Figure 10.
Indirect NIH
countermeasures

NIH-attitude

Knowledge
acquisition

Direct NIH
countermeasures

Figure 10: Two categories of NIH-countermeasures according to (Hannen et al., 2019)

The article of Hannen et al (2019), discusses that countermeasures fall into two different categories, namely
direct NIH-countermeasures, which influence the negative attitude of the employees directly, and indirect
NIH-countermeasures, which reduce the impact of the negative attitudes without addressing the attitude
directly. Furthermore, in their article, they present a broad array of countermeasures based on three focus
groups and 32 interviews with R&D employees (Hannen et al., 2019). Several of these countermeasures
have been combined in the presented solutions. As discussed in Chapter 4.1, is changing the attitude of the
knowledge seeker towards the knowledge provider a way to indirectly reduce the NIH-syndrome, as
visualized in Figure 7 on page 25. As the analysis in this master thesis is focused on the influence of the
NIH-syndrome on social integration dimensions, the solution will mainly focus on indirect NIHcountermeasures to reduce the NIH-syndrome. This, in order to improve the collaboration between
Company A and the knowledge provider.
Based on the design requirements and the design parameters, three possible solution designs have been
developed. The presentation of the solutions in paragraph 5.2.1 until paragraph 5.2.3 is as follows. First,
each solution is introduced by a short description of the main idea and important aspects. Second, the
solutions are linked to the output of the case study analysis, to highlight which categories of NIHantecedents are expected to reduce. As described in the design requirements, the design should reduce
categories of NIH-antecedents that are mentioned in at least three different cases, as shown in Table 18.
Table 18: Relevant cases - the outcome of case-study research

NIH-category
Too strong bonding
Lack of self-confidence
Dysfunctional communication
Lack of (positive) experience
Inappropriate incentives

Dimension

Occurrence
3
3
3
3
4

Affective
Cognitive
Behavioral
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5.2.1

Solution 1: Innovation Friday

One Friday per month, teams of developers are allowed to develop what they want, namely on Innovation
Friday. The Innovation Friday initiative starts with a kick-of meeting, wherein the participants are taught
about the principles of open innovation. Furthermore, two main conditions are introduced. The first
condition is that the participating teams should be interdisciplinary, to utilize knowledge from all parts of
the organization. Each team exists of six employees from different departments. As not all employees of
Company A can participate in the program at the same time, 30 employees (around 5-10% of the employees
at the headquarter) are randomly selected for the program. The expected duration of the program is six
months. The second condition is that external knowledge from the outside environment must be used. The
participating teams will be encouraged to use external knowledge as they are aware of the benefits of open
innovation and they get a relatively small budget for development. Furthermore, as Innovation Friday is
focused on letting the employees work together with external partners, this enables them to practice with
informal collaboration governance, such as relying on partnership reputation, interfirm socialization, and
relational trust (Gesing, Antons, Piening, Rese, & Salge, 2015). The supervisors of Innovation Friday
should focus on stimulating information collaboration governance among the participating teams and the
external partners. Projects that are developed during Innovation Friday will be evaluated by specialized
forms. These forms assess open innovation behavior. Projects which score the best by the evaluation forms
can even be extended after six months when the Innovation Friday is finished. These two conditions may
both stimulate the inter-organizational collaboration as well as the collaboration on an intra-organizational
level. Besides these two conditions, the participating teams are free to develop what they want, as “Work
on what you like” will be the slogan of Innovation Friday. Every Innovation Friday ends with a presentation
in which one team presents their project and experiences to the other participants of Innovation Friday. The
rest of this paragraph discusses how this solution direction addresses the relevant categories of NIHantecedents from the case study analysis.
Innovation Friday - affective dimension
The antecedent category “too strong bonding” is addressed by employee rotation, because the project
groups in Innovation Friday are composed of employees from different departments with different
backgrounds. Therefore, there are no teams at Innovation Friday with a long group tenure. Also, the study
of Hannen et al. (2019) identified “Employee rotation” as a countermeasure against the NIH-syndrome.
However, outside the Innovation Friday program, this antecedent category is not taken into account.
The antecedent category “lack of self-confidence”, is expected to be reduced by the Innovation Friday in
several ways. First, this program contributes to positive marketing of knowledge insourcing, by showing
the relevance of external knowledge for Company A. The image of employees who use external knowledge
increases, so that they are not seen as incompetent, but as experts in external knowledge sourcing. Second,
a lack of self-confidence is expected to be reduced by the opportunity to practice with informal governance
modes during Innovation Friday. The study of Gesing et al. (2015) founds that informal governance modes
decrease the substitutive effect of internal R&D and collaboration with external parties. This finding can
be explained by the importance of relational trust, which is critical to foster the willingness of the employees
to absorb external knowledge from partners. This may lead to a reduction of a lack of self-confidence,
which leads to a reduction of the NIH-syndrome.
Innovation Friday – cognitive dimension
The antecedent category “dysfunctional communication” is expected to be reduced, as the Innovation
Friday leads to an increase in personal contact within the company and an increase in contact with external
partners. Because participants of Innovation Friday are forced to work together with external partners,
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shared frames of reference may be developed among the participants and the external partners, which
improves communication.
The antecedent category “lack of (positive) experience” is also expected to be reduced, as Innovation Friday
is specifically focused on enabling developers to gain experience in working together with an external
partner, which enables them to build shared frames of reference. Furthermore, by not only stimulating the
participants to search for national partners but also international partners, cultural differences may be better
understood and can be better managed.
Innovation Friday – behavioral dimension
The antecedent category “inappropriate incentives” is expected to be reduced by Innovation Friday in
several ways. First, the participants of the program may get a certain “expert status” when they have
participated in Innovation Friday, as only a small group of employees is randomly selected to participate in
the Innovation Friday program. Second, the projects developed at Innovation Friday, are evaluated by
specialized forms, focused on institutionalizing open innovation behavior, as these influence future funding
of the project. This enables teams to gather more external resources and is an extra incentive to collaborate
with external partners. Third, the Innovation Friday focusses on the development of “Innovation
Capabilities”, which may neutralize the NIH-syndrome. The study of Ariaz-Perez et al. (2017) found that
Innovation Capabilities are helpful to soften the attitude of employees, related to the refusal of external
knowledge. They define Innovation Capabilities as follows: as “a type of organizational ability or routine
related to the generation of new ideas and knowledge in order to take advantage of market opportunities
(Camisón & Villar-López, 2014; Elmquist & Le Masson, 2009; Yam, Guan, Pun, & Tang, 2004)” (AriasPerez, Perdomo-Charry, & Castano-Rios, 2017, p. 5). The positive effect of innovation capabilities on NIH
can be explained by an improvement in the innovation results of the company. This improvement could
soften the opportunistic behavior of employees, as they get personal benefits as they satisfy personal
interests and the need for achievement (Arias-Perez et al., 2017). The authors also mention that innovation
capabilities help to reduce the NIH-syndrome as it functions as a coordination and even domination
mechanism. A domination mechanism exerts a certain control of the decisions that employees make. As
innovation capabilities work via such mechanism, employees are expected to adopt innovating behaviors
associated with a higher degree of openness to knowledge from external sources (Arias-Perez et al., 2017).
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5.2.2

Solution 2: The Open Innovation Challenge

The second solution is “The Open Innovation Challenge”, which is a company-wide event that is focused
on opening up the company culture. The challenge starts with a kick-off presentation of an expert in the
field of open innovation. In this kick-off, the benefits of open innovation, as well as the costs related to the
NIH-syndrome, are presented. This is the starting point of the challenge. The goal is to complete a
(monthly/quarterly) challenge. This challenge is focused on fostering open innovation in the company and
reducing an NIH-attitude. Types of challenges are, for example, to come up with open innovation principles
or to practice perspective-taking. Teams/employees that have completed the challenge can send this to a
particular open innovation page, which is located on the intranet. Every quarter, an „open innovation
project/employee of the quarter” is presented on the intranet. The employees win an “Open Innovation
Award”, a training after which they may call themselves „Open Innovator”, and they become part of the
team that develops challenges. The rest of this paragraph discusses how this solution direction addresses
the relevant categories of NIH-antecedents from the case study analysis.
The Open Innovation Challenge – affective dimension
The antecedent category “too strong bonding” is expected to be reduced by the Open Innovation Challenge.
The challenges within the program could be focused on reducing strong bonding by stimulating R&D
members to work together with colleagues from other departments or companies. Furthermore, the negative
effects of too strong bonding, such as group members that think they have more knowledge, can be reduced
as some challenges are focused on teaching perspective-taking. Perspective-taking may lead to a reduction
of overconfidence of a decision-maker about its own knowledge (Gigerenzer, Hoffrage, & Kleinbölting,
1991). In the article of Milkman, Chugh, and Bazerman (2009), perspective-taking is defined as follows:
“trying to remove oneself mentally from a specific situation or to consider the class of decisions to which
the current problem belongs (Kahneman & Lovallo, 1993)” (Milkman et al., 2009, p. 381). Furthermore,
perspective-taking could also lead to a reduction of time needed by a decision-maker to complete a task
(Kahneman & Lovallo, 1993).
The category “lack of self-confidence” is expected to be reduced by several aspects of the Open Innovation
Challenge. First, a fear of being viewed as incompetent will be reduced by developing an innovation climate
at Company A. The Open Innovation Challenge increases the awareness of the employees about innovation.
Employees are thought that innovation is everywhere in the company, and everyone can contribute to this
process. Second, the NIH-countermeasure “persuasive attitude change”, as identified by Hannen et al.
(2019), is also expected to reduce the fear of being viewed as incompetent. This, because the whole Open
Innovation Challenge is based on educating the employees about the value of open innovation and how
they can contribute. According to the method of “learning by doing” and the awareness of the value of open
innovation, this will probably positively change their attitudes.
The Open Innovation Challenge – cognitive dimension
The antecedent category “dysfunctional communication” is expected to be reduced by the Open Innovation
Challenge. This, as the challenges of the program are focused on stimulating R&D members to work
together with colleagues from other departments or companies, which is described at the affective
dimension. Working together with colleagues from other departments and companies might reduce the
differences in knowledge base and reduce dysfunctional communication.
Concerning the antecedent category “lack of (positive) experience”, the Open Innovation Challenge is
expected to reduce this antecedent category. Some of the challenges will be focused on insourcing external
knowledge. However, this is not the main focus, as with Innovation Friday. Nevertheless, the shared frames
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of reference with external partners are expected to increase to some extent by gaining experiences with
working together with external knowledge providers.
The Open Innovation Challenge – behavioral dimension
The antecedent category “inappropriate incentives” is expected to be reduced by the Open Innovation
Challenge, according to several reasons. First, employees are motivated to achieve the challenges with
incentives. In the article by Schneckenberg (2014), incentive systems are researched that support open
innovation practices. The main finding of the study is that incentive systems influences the mind of the
employees and can be used to reduce the NIH-syndrome (Schneckenberg, 2014). The rewards that can be
won during the Open Innovation Challenge are both non-monetary or task content. The non-monetary
incentive is the Open Innovation Award, which recognizes the achievement of the challenges. Task content
incentives are, for example, the open innovation training and the responsibility to develop an open
innovation challenge. Previous research of Schneckenberg (2014) found that task content incentives are
most useful to overcome the NIH-syndrome, and the effect is most sustainable, compared to material and
immaterial incentives.
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5.2.3

Solution 3: ShareIfYouCare-program

The ShareIfYouCare-program is a program that is focused on improving intra-organizational learning and
creating an open culture. The program is introduced within Company A by a kick-off, in which the board
of the company presents the concept of open innovation and explains the program. The idea of the program
is to improve the insourcing of external knowledge by stimulating intra-organizational knowledge sharing.
The insourcing of external knowledge is improved by stimulating employees to share “best-practices of
open innovation”. These best-practices are shared on the intranet, with a clear description of the knowledge
content, the responsible persons, points of improvement, and best-practices. Employees are stimulated to
share their experiences through certain incentives, both monetary as non-monetary. Another effective way
to stimulate employees to share their experiences can be realized as the management function as rolemodels by sharing their own experiences (Husted & Michailova, 2002). Furthermore, several managers of
different departments are assigned the role of “power promotors” of open innovation, who are trained to
recognize NIH-attitudes and ensure that open innovation is adopted by the whole company. Furthermore,
these power promotors are responsible for selecting collaborations with an elaborated reflection, interesting
learning-points, and multiple best-practices. The academic literature defines “power promotors” as follows:
“a person who has the hierarchical power to drive a project, to provide necessary resources, and to help
to overcome many obstacles concerning will and bureaucracy that might arise during the course of a
project” (Lüttgens et al., 2014, p. 359). The rest of this paragraph discusses how this solution direction
addresses the relevant categories of NIH-antecedents from the case study analysis.
The ShareIfYouCare-program – affective dimension
The antecedent category “too strong bonding” is expected to be reduced by the ShareIfYouCare-program.
This, because the program recognizes and values project-teams that insource knowledge from external
partners. This leads to a situation in which expert knowledge of strongly bonded teams becomes less
relevant. Therefore, the external partner is not seen as a rival anymore, which may increase positive feelings
between the project group and the partner. Because the program focuses on sharing best-practices on an
intra-organizational level and stimulates an open culture, also positive feelings between project teams itself
are expected to increase. However, several other aspects should be considered, such as the rotation of team
members, to reduce this antecedent category.
The second relevant antecedent category, a “lack of self-confidence”, is also expected to be reduced. The
program is designed to positively change the image of insourcing external knowledge, by recognizing these
practices, sharing the experiences, and emphasizing the importance. Instead of mentioning that “the others”
are the experts, the “knowledge seekers” are seen as experts, by valuing their good work, which increases
the confidence of developers who use external knowledge.
The ShareIfYouCare-program – cognitive dimension
The antecedent category “dysfunctional communication” is expected to be reduced, as the ShareIfYouCareprogram is mainly focused on improving the communication on an intra-organizational level, and not on
an inter-organizational level. As in one case from the case-study analysis, appropriate feedback was lacking,
which resulted in NIH-attitudes. The power promotors of the ShareIfYouCare-program should monitor
these “problematic collaborations”, to ensure that such collaborations are evaluated in a professional way
and are communicated effectively. This effective communication focuses on sharing points of improvement
and best practices. This increases organizational learning and prevents different made-up stories from going
around at Company A.
The antecedent category “lack of (positive) experience” is expected to be reduced by the ShareIfYouCareprogram, as the program is focused on sharing experiences of collaborating with external partners. This
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may increase specific frames of reference, as employees learn about how to build shared frames of reference
or how to deal with cultural differences. This “social learning” has also been identified as an established
countermeasure against the NIH-syndrome by the study of Hannen et al. (2019). Furthermore, power
promotors are trained as experts of open innovation, so specific issues as a result of a lack of experience
can be solved better. However, the focus on improving the experience of collaborating with external
partners is not as in “Innovation Friday”.
The ShareIfYouCare-program – behavioral dimension
The antecedent category “inappropriate incentives” is expected to be reduced by the ShareIfYouCareprogram. This, because the incentives employees can gain, are connected to the insourcing of external
knowledge. However, instead of focusing on the number of collaborations and the most “successful”
collaborations, the incentives are more focused on reflecting on the process of knowledge insourcing, which
is selected by the power promotors. Presenting the reflections of the collaborations on the intranet enhances
the process of organizational learning among employees of Company A. The study of Husted and
Michailova (2002) argues that providing the right incentives is important to encourage individuals to share
their knowledge, especially if they invested significantly in building specific competences. Furthermore,
they also argue that the incentives should be aligned with the organizations’ interest, by introducing
different prizes, such as: “’Not invented here but we did it anyway’, ’Stolen with pride’, ‘Copied with
passion’” (Husted & Michailova, 2002, p. 70).

5.3 Selection of design
The three possible solution designs serve as input for the focus groups, which are held with both the
management and developers at Company A. Even though all three possible solution designs are of potential
value for Company A, not all three solutions are equally appropriate. In the focus groups, the designs are
presented, discussed, and evaluated in order to select the most appropriate solution design for Company A.
The evaluation was based on discussing and ranking several evaluation criteria. The evaluation criteria are
presented in Table 19.
The evaluation criteria are formulated in consultation with the participants of the two focus groups. The
solution criteria can be divided into four categories. The first category is the problem-solving capacity of
the solution. Evaluation criteria belonging to this category are the degree to which the solution reduces the
NIH-syndrome and improves the collaboration with the external partner. The second category is feasibility,
which focusses on the fit of the solution with the company culture and strategy. The third category, degree
of change, evaluates the change required from the employees at Company A, to what degree current
organizational structures have to change, and to what extent the solution motivates cultural change. The
last category, costs, considers the required investment per solution as well as the operating costs. The
importance per evaluation criterium is also considered in consultation with the focus-group participants and
is shown in the second column of Table 19.
As two focus group sessions were held, the evaluation table has been filled in twice. Table 19 displays the
evaluation table filled in by the management. The evaluation table filled in by the developers is presented
in Appendix VI. The feedback on the different designs from both the management and the developers is
presented below Table 19.
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Table 19: Evaluation of the possible solution designs – focus group with management

Criteria

Problem-solving capacity
Reducing NIH-syndrome
Improving collaboration with
external partners
Feasibility
Fit with culture
Fit with strategy
Degree of change
Employees
Current organizational
structures
Motivation cultural change
Costs
Low investment required
Low operational costs

Importance

Solution 1
Innovation
Friday

Solution 2
Open Innovation
Challenge

Solution 3
ShareIfYouCareprogram

2
2

+
+

+
+

+
0

1
1

+
0

+
0

0
++

1
1

0
-

0
-

+

2

+

0

+

3
3

+
-Total: 3

+
4

+
8

Importance: low (1); medium (2); high (3) | Score: negative (-/--); neutral (0); positive (+/++)

According to both the result of the evaluation table of the management and the developers, as displayed in
respectively Table 19 and Table 33, is the third solution direction, the “ShareIfYouCare-program” most
appropriate for Company A. The next sub-paragraphs 5.3.1 and paragraph 5.3.2, discusses the feedback
from management and developers on the first two solution directions which are not selected as final
solution. Paragraph 5.4 focusses on improving the selected solution design according to the provided
feedback.

5.3.1

Evaluation of solution 1: Innovation Friday

According to both the evaluation from the management and developers is solution 1, Innovation Friday,
evaluated with the lowest score. However, this is mainly due to the relatively high operating costs, which
is an important evaluation criterion for Company A. Management mentions that it would be difficult to
convince the decision-makers to implement this solution, as it is not clear that this idea is profitable in the
long-term. Reducing the number of participants, by randomly inviting employees for Innovation Friday,
can be a way to reduce the costs. The frequency of the program, once a month, should be enough.
Furthermore, a top-down implementation of Innovation Friday is essential to increase the priority and image
of the event among the employees. Also, it is important that the participating teams are monitored by the
management, to increase the learning effect, and to stimulate the reduction of the NIH-syndrome. According
to the developers is solution 1 the easiest to imagine at Company A and the most exciting solution, in
comparison to the other solutions. However, they also mention that the high operating costs may be a
significant downside. Furthermore, they mention that it is important that examples of assignments are
provided to the participating teams, as otherwise, the Innovation Friday will not function. The developers
also mention that it may be interesting to add the possibility to visit other firms to Innovation Friday, as this
may open-up the minds of the participants. Contrary to the management, the developers mention that the
frequency of Innovation Friday should be higher, to enable teams to develop something. Another idea is to
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plan the program of Innovation Friday in steps, by first working out an idea to a concept, and then
developing it further.

5.3.2

Evaluation of solution 2: The Open Innovation Challenge

The Open Innovation Challenge got a second place, from both the evaluation of the management and
developers. However, this is mainly due to the relatively low operating costs in comparison to the
Innovation Friday. Furthermore, according to the management, this program does probably not stimulate
cultural change to the extent the other two solutions do. They elaborate on this by the following experience.
In the past, there was such a program once at Company A. The goal was to think about ideas for a particular
problem. Many ideas have been collected. However, there was no follow-up. So, if one would implement
such a solution at Company A, it should be motivating for the employees, the social factor should be
stimulated. According to the challenges, they also mention that it is essential that the persons who develop
the challenge know about the NIH-syndrome and what challenges stimulate the reduction of this challenge.
At the same time, the challenges should be designed as such that it keeps the employees motivated. The
developers mention that it is essential that the rewards are big enough to gain attention and to motivate
employees.

5.3.3

Evaluation of solution 3: The ShareIfYouCare-program

The ShareIfYouCare-program scored most points in both focus groups. The management argued that this
solution would be a soft-start for Company A in comparison to the other solutions. Also, the costs of this
solution are relatively low, and the solution is easy to integrate into the day-to-day work. They also mention
that there is currently no share-and-care attitude in the organization. However, there is a certain patentculture at Company A, which also came forward in the case study analysis. Therefore, it would be
interesting to develop the ShareIfYouCare-program as such, that using external knowledge has the same
status in Company A as developing something internally. According to the content that can be shared, they
mention that it is essential to define what falls into the categories that can be shared. Currently, it happens
that new ideas are not followed-up in the company, as there is no platform to share and promote them,
which could be integrated into the ShareIfYouCare-program. The developers perceive the knowledge
sharing more on a personal level, and mention that the extend someone shares something may be dependent
on personalities, as some individuals want to share more, and others less. Furthermore, they mention that it
is crucial to define what knowledge is relevant to share. Otherwise, it may lead to a platform to which
everyone shares everything, or nobody shares something because nobody believes their knowledge is
relevant. However, when the goal is to share experiences, best practices, to promote it and reduce the
anxiety from employees, this program may work according to the developers. It is also mentioned that the
rewards should be big enough to gain attention and motivate employees. Additionally, with an outlook to
the future, it would be an interesting next step for knowledge sharing to create a platform to share the
modules that are used by the different departments at Company A.
In the next paragraphs, the selected solution will be improved according to feedback provided by the
participants of the focus group, which, together with input from scientific literature, leads to a final solution
design.
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5.4 Improving selected design according to focus group
During the focus group sessions, the proposed solution designs were not only evaluated but also several
suggestions for improvement were given for the selected solution design. This paragraph discusses the
improvements as suggested by the focus groups, by zooming in on the program, the monitoring of the
program, and the incentives.

5.4.1

The program

According to the content of the program, the following improvements have been suggested by the focus
groups. First, the focus group confirmed that it is important to start the program with a kick-off meeting.
The kick-off meeting should introduce the program to the employees with a presentation from management
about the relevance of the program for Company A and an in-depth explanation of open innovation by an
open innovation expert. Second, the sharing of “Open Innovations” should happen systematically by filling
in a form, by which several questions have to be answered. These questions formulated to stimulate critical
and reflective thinking, stimulate the learning effect of the program. Currently, a similar process happens
at the company when employees want to file a patent. Third, the focus groups brought up the idea of
organizing a weekly coffee-corner break with employees from different departments. The goal of these
weekly coffee-corner breaks is to get the departments talking to each other about their current projects and
collaborations, their experiences with open innovation. At these coffee-corner meetings, at least one
“power-promotor” is present, to answer related questions.

5.4.2

Monitoring the program

As previously described, the focus groups mentioned that it is crucial to pre-define the type of knowledge
that should be shared. Second, it should be defined how to evaluate a successful “open innovation”. This
evaluation should be incorporated in the final solution design. Third, the “power promotors” in Company
A must be responsible for evaluating the shared projects with their best practices. Besides evaluating the
projects, they are also responsible for keeping the “ShareIfYouCare”-page on the intranet up-to-date.
Finally, they are responsible for rewarding the best projects, which is further discussed in the next subparagraph.

5.4.3

Incentives

The focus groups also discussed the incentives that should motivate employees to contribute to the program.
The participants of the focus groups mentioned that it is essential to motivate employees who use external
innovation by rewarding them, both monetary as non-monetary. A monetary reward may be in the form of
a cash bonus. Non-monetary rewarding may occur both offline as online. Rewarding in the offline
environment can be by establishing a “Hall of fame” where the winning submissions of the
ShareIfYouCare-program are presented. Online rewarding might happen by communicating the best “Open
Innovation”-projects among the intranet, on a regular basis, with a description of the Open Innovation, best
practices, and the names of the team members.
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5.5 Improving design with theory
As previously described in the methodology, is the scientific literature consulted in multiple stages during
this research. In this paragraph, the selected solution design will be further improved by elaborating on
scientific literature. The literature on open innovation is consulted. First, to identify what cultural challenges
come forward when implementing open innovation. Second, besides cultural changes, also company
approaches are discussed to implement open innovation.

5.5.1

Cultural challenges to implement open innovation

Implementing open innovation brings several challenges. The study of Mortara, Slacik, Napp, and Minshall
(2010) focuses on understanding cultural issues due to insourcing knowledge from external sources and
looks at cultural artifacts to stimulate the adoption of open innovation. In this research, they conducted 17
interviews with nine companies in order to gather the data. This resulted in an elaborated list of cultural
artifacts, of which some may be important to consider for open innovation implementation teams when
developing the final solution design. First, they mention that open innovation implementation teams gave
practical examples of open innovation successes to project a positive image and reduce skepticism among
R&D employees. This is congruent with the current design of the ShareIfYouCare-program, as experiences
and successes of open innovation are shared across Company A. Second, it is mentioned that open
innovation implementation teams encourage internal openness. In their case-study research, they found that
conferences and trips to other facilities, wikis and blogs, knowledge-sharing networks, and sharing
platforms are used for implementing open innovation. This shows that wikis and blogs, for example, could
be added to the ShareIfYouCare-program in the future. Third, open innovation implementation teams often
take over the less technology-related tasks of organizing external collaborations, for example, the
assessment of IP or setting-up negotiating agreements. It could be an interesting feature to expand the
ShareIfYouCare-program with an overview of the required agreement forms, with corresponding
explanations, and contact persons, to simplify this process. (Mortara et al., 2010)

5.5.2

Company approaches to implement open innovation

The article by Mortara and Minshall (2011) identified several approaches to how companies can implement
open innovation. Distinguishing between the type of change (revolutionary/evolutionary) and location
(distributed/central), they created four quadrants. The ShareIfYouCare-program can be identified in the
quadrant with “open innovation conscious adopters” (revolutionary/centralized). Based on case-study
research of approaches to implement open innovation at 43 companies and three multi-company focus
groups, they analyzed open innovation implementation activities from companies of all four quadrants
(Mortara & Minshall, 2011). In the quadrant “open innovation conscious adopters”, several interesting
implementation activities are discussed. One company mentions that intranet sharing of projects and
personal activities was important for them. To facilitate internal openness, they mentioned that flat
hierarchies, transparent decision making, and open communication are important. Another firm
implemented open innovation by making two people responsible for starting the implementation, by
developing best practices and spread these across the organization, which is in line with the
ShareIfYouCare-program. They also mention that this internal knowledge sharing takes place with
recognition for the participants. Another firm has set up a knowledge-sharing network in which they
implemented personal incentives and motivators. Furthermore, they mentioned keeping a record of both
current and past collaborations and the relationship quality, with help of an IT tool. This may be an
interesting feature to add to the ShareIfYouCare-program in the future. Also, a firm mentioned
implementing open innovation by defining what open innovation means for the firm together with a vision
and targets for openness. This can be integrated into the kick-off presentation for the ShareIfYouCareprogram. (Mortara & Minshall, 2011)
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5.6 Final solution design
Based on the suggestions for improvement by the focus groups, and the input from literature, a final solution
design has been developed for Company A. This solution is presented in Figure 11. As shown in the figure,
does the program exists of four main aspects, namely a kick-off meeting, an open innovation (OI)-sharing
platform, coffee-corner meetings, and a sharing form. These aspects are supported by the “Power
Promotors”, which are described in the rectangle at the bottom of the figure.

The ShareIfYouCare-program
Kick-off meeting

OI-sharing platform

Presented by board

Share best practices of open
innovation

Meaning of open innovation,
together with vision & targets

•
•
•
•

Introduction of:
Power Promotors
Sharing platform
Sharing form
Coffee-corner meetings

Incentives: monetary & nonmonetary; Not-invented-here
but we did it anyway -award
Management as role model
Hall of Fame at Company A

Coffee-Corner meetings

OI-sharing form

Weekly coffee corner break

Required to share information
on OI-sharing platform

Multiple departments invited

Topics: current projects,
collaborations, experiences
with open innovation

Included: Clear description of
knowledge, responsible
persons, points of
improvement, best practices

Power Promotor available for
help

Reflection based on Social
Integration dimensions

Power Promotors:
OI-experts & recognize NIH-attitudes | Manage platform & evaluate input
Monitor problematic collaborations | Participate in coffee-corner breaks
Figure 11: Schematic overview of the final solution design
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6. Conclusion and discussion
This chapter summarizes the findings of this research and discusses the theoretical contributions.
Furthermore, this chapter provides an overview of the practical implications, limitations, and provides
recommendations for future research.

6.1 Conclusion
This thesis started with a business problem that has not been solved in the current literature. Based on
several explorative interviews within Company A and the theoretical relevance from scientific literature,
this master thesis research focuses to answer the following main research question:
“How can Company A reduce the Not-Invented-Here syndrome among R&D employees, to improve
the collaboration with external partners and successfully absorb external knowledge?”
Based on the answers of previously defined sub-questions, this main research question can be answered as
follows:
Company A can reduce the NIH-syndrome among R&D employees by implementing the ShareIfYouCareprogram. The program is specifically designed to impact the relevant NIH-antecedent categories. These
relevant categories of NIH-antecedents are mentioned in at least three of four cases from the case-study
analysis. The categories of NIH-antecedents are linked to the affective, cognitive, and behavioral
dimensions of social integration. Regarding the affective dimension of social integration, the NIHantecedent categories “too strong bonding” and “lack of self-confidence” were identified as relevant
categories at Company A. The NIH-antecedent categories “dysfunctional communication” and “lack of
(positive) experience” are identified as relevant to the cognitive dimension. The antecedent category
“inappropriate incentives” is identified as a relevant category of the behavioral dimension. The
ShareIfYouCare-program, existing of a kick-off meeting, coffee-corner meetings, OI-sharing platform, and
OI-sharing forms, supported by specially trained power promotors, reduces the influence of these NIHantecedent categories at Company A. The reduction of the NIH-syndrome related to the three social
integration dimensions will increase the probability of developing positive feelings, shared frames of
reference, and shared goals with an external partner. Subsequently, this will lead to an improvement in
collaborations at Company A, both internally and with external partners. The reduction of the NIHsyndrome at Company A, in combination with improved collaborations, contributes to a successful
absorption of external knowledge.
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6.2 Discussion and theoretical contribution
In order to answer the main research question of this study, how Company A could reduce the NIHsyndrome to improve the collaboration with external partners and successfully absorb external knowledge,
several theoretical contributions have been made. First, there will be elaborated on the theoretical
contribution of this research. After that, two smaller contributing findings of this study will be discussed.
The first contribution of this research is to the literature stream of social integration. This study is, to the
best of our knowledge, the first study that links the NIH-syndrome to the individual dimensions of social
integration. This new link contributes to the social integration literature as it leads to new insights on aspects
that hinder or support individual social integration dimensions, which has been identified as an interesting
future research direction by the study of Von Briel et al. (2019). As visualized in the Research Process
Model in Chapter 4.1, does the relation of NIH-antecedents to individual social integration dimensions
uncover aspects that hinder social integration. For example, too strong bonding and a lack of self-confidence
may hinder affective social integration. Dysfunctional communication and a lack of (positive) experience
may hinder cognitive social integration, and inappropriate incentives and agency conflicts may hinder
behavioral social integration. These aspects are important to consider when developing social integration
mechanisms or organizational initiatives in order to improve social integration. Furthermore, this stimulates
the process of knowledge absorption, as the individual social integration dimensions are connected to
absorptive capacity, as suggested by the study of Von Briel et al. (2019).
The second contribution is to the literature stream of the NIH-syndrome. This research heeds calls to shift
the level of NIH-analysis from individual to group level, which has been identified by the study of Antons
and Piller (2015) as an interesting future research direction in the NIH-literature. Our study takes the
antecedents of the NIH-syndrome on company, group, and individual level into account, and proposes if,
and how the NIH-syndrome emerges at group level collaborations between R&D teams and external
knowledge providers. By approaching group level collaborations with a social integration perspective, three
propositions have been formulated that link the NIH-syndrome to individual social integration dimensions.
These social integration dimensions facilitate collaborations with external partners, and are, therefore,
relevant to knowledge insourcing. This enables us to analyze, from a multi-level perspective, if and how
the NIH-syndrome emerges at the group level. As a result of this, we propose that both NIH-antecedents
with bottom-up effects and top-down effects should be taken into account. Bottom-up effects are, for
example, individual habits that lead to a specific organizational culture. Top-down effects are, for example,
incentive systems that influence the individuals (Antons & Piller, 2015). This leads to interesting insights,
as the social integration dimensions are expected to be influenced by NIH-antecedents on different levels.
For the affective dimension, NIH-antecedents on group, and individual-level are relevant. The cognitive
dimension is influenced by NIH-antecedents on company, and individual-level. The behavioral dimension
is also expected to be influenced by NIH-antecedents on company, and individual level. This shows us that
the choice to focus on bottom-up or top-down effects when addressing the NIH-syndrome depends on the
social integration dimension that is causing problems.
Third, also interesting to note is that one NIH-antecedent category that has been proposed to link to three
social integration dimensions was only found at one dimension. This is the antecedent category “wrong
decision making”, which was proposed to influence all three social integration dimensions but only has
been recognized at the cognitive dimension. The relation of “wrong decision making” with the cognitive
dimension is in line with the study of Ajzen (2001), who finds that people strive for cognitive consistency,
and thus filter out information that challenges their attitude. On the affective dimension, the antecedent
“wrong decision making” was expected to affect this dimension, because employees may experience
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increased feelings of loss when their internal solution is not selected. However, this antecedent was not
recognized at Company A. This could be explained by the strong presence of the antecedent category “too
strong bonding”, which reduces individual feelings of ownership, and therefore people may feel less
offended and experience fewer negative feelings among the partner. On the behavioral dimension, the
antecedent category “wrong decision making” was also not recognized. This also might be related to the
presence of the “too strong bonding” which reduces feelings of loss, as previously described at the affective
dimension. Therefore, employees are less expected to complicate the development of interrelated goals.
Finally, two new antecedents of the NIH-syndrome have been discovered for the antecedent category
“dysfunctional communication”. Besides dysfunctional communication that arises from language bases,
which, according to Mehrwald (1999), may lead to problems in understanding and evaluating external
knowledge, two other antecedents may be added. The first new antecedent in the category “dysfunctional
communication” is a lack of effective intra-organizational communication. This increases the risk for
employees of losing social status when an attempt of insourcing external knowledge goes wrong. The
second new antecedent category is a lack of direct contact with the knowledge provider. According to the
interviewees, this reduces the extent to which the knowledge user can move into the perspective of the
knowledge provider, as they do not know each other. Consequently, this may lead to misunderstandings
and even an underestimation of external knowledge.

6.3 Practical implications
This study provides several useful recommendations for managerial practice. First, to improve the
effectiveness of the ShareIfYouCare-program, it is important that several managers are selected to fulfill
the role of “power promotor”. It is essential that they will be educated to be experts in open innovation and
that they actively encourage employees to use knowledge from external sources and motivate employees
to participate in the program. Second, the ShareIfYouCare-program is a tool to share information on the
intra-organizational level. This reduces the NIH-syndrome and improves inter-organizational
collaborations, as this program focuses on improving the social integration dimensions by addressing the
relevant categories of NIH-antecedents. Managers should be aware of the relevant antecedent categories,
to be able to recognize antecedents and address these in the program. Third, the ShareIfYouCare program
can be complemented by the Innovation Friday and the Open Innovation Challenge. These solutions have
their focus on different relevant antecedent categories, which further reduces the NIH-syndrome among
employees and contributes to realizing a lasting cultural change. Fourth, managers that experience project
teams failing when collaborating with external partners are now equipped with a list of categories of NIHantecedents related explicitly to social integration dimensions. They should start exploring which dimension
of social integration needs improvement. This enables managers to evaluate which dimension of social
integration is affected by NIH-syndrome, and consequently, managers are better able to develop and
implement specific solutions to improve the insourcing of external knowledge.

6.4 Limitations and future research directions
As with every research, is this study not free of limitations. This paragraph discusses the limitations of the
study and provides directions for future research. The limitations have been divided into three different
categories, namely limitations related to the methodology, the theoretical part, and the empirical part.
Several limitations are related to the applied methodology. First, this research has been conducted by a
single researcher. This reduces the validity of the research, although several pre-defined measurements have
been taken to reduce researcher dependency. Second, the transcription of the interviews has not been
validated by the interviewees. Third, the formulation of the requirements for the solution design, as well as
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defining the evaluation criteria and assigning corresponding weighting factors was done by a subjective
process, based on the opinions of employees of Company A. Therefore, other companies may prefer another
solution.
A limitation from this research in the theoretical field is that the list of antecedents of the NIH-syndrome
and related categories is composed of a careful review of the scientific literature but has not been
empirically validated. Therefore, it may be that other categories exist which are not included in the proposed
table. Furthermore, the NIH-syndrome is defined as an attitude towards external knowledge, and not
towards the knowledge provider (Antons & Piller, 2015). However, in practice, it is difficult to make this
distinction. Therefore, and because this research is focused on solving a business problem, it has only been
mentioned that this distinction in attitudes can be made, researching this distinction was not in the scope of
this research.
The empirical analysis in this study focused on the current situation at Company A. As this research only
focused on Company A, the analysis and derived solution is specifically developed for Company A, which
reduces the generalizability of the outcomes of this research to other organizations in the same context.
Furthermore, due to time constraints and limited resources, the selected solution has not been implemented
yet. Therefore, it is not possible to validate if the selected solution also reduces the business problem at
Company A in practice.
The formulated limitations, however, also provide input for future research directions. First, it may be
interesting to validate the table of antecedents of the NIH-syndrome and the related categories by empirical
analysis.
Second, it may be interesting to conduct the case-study analyses at multiple organizations in the same
context to identify which categories of NIH-antecedents are common to occur at companies within this
context. Furthermore, this may also be an opportunity to validate the propositions within a specific context.
Third, the next step would be to include companies from other contexts to compare if there are differences
and similarities among the occurrence of the NIH-syndrome in different contexts. Besides identifying which
categories of NIH-antecedents occur and which not, a quantitative study to evaluate the relevance of the
NIH-category per social integration dimension might be interesting. Furthermore, these insights are
interesting for future research to facilitate the mapping of specific mechanisms to improve individual social
integration dimensions.
Fourth, another promising future research direction would be to research how a practical distinction can be
made to evaluate if there is a negative attitude against the knowledge source, the content of the knowledge,
or both. This may be interesting, as the effectiveness of the countermeasures might differ per situation.
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Appendix I: Cause-and-effect diagram
Collaborating goes
better if there is not
anything created yet

It is seen as a
downgrade to
insource know-how
& resources from
the outside

R&D employees see
partner as
competitor (he
captures my job/can
do the interesting
things)

Developers are not
convinced that
collaborating is a
good thing/not
aware big picture
R&D is skeptic about
working together
with external
partners

R&D is not in direct
contact with the
market (for
partners)

The process of how
to select inbound
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(partners) is not
(well) defined

Partner is based on
reference project
but is not always
able to deliver same
quality again

Not invented here
syndrome

External solutions
look always most
promising before
digging deeper into
restrictions and
details

Expectations
between R&D and
partner are not
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It is unclear how to
manage the
collaboration with
multiple companies

Figure 12: Cause and Effect diagram
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Collaborations with
external partners
are avoided

Reduced
Innovativeness
Leading role
potentially
threatened
Longer time to
market

Collaborations with
external partners
are lacking
efficiency

It is not clear to
what degree info
sharing is allowed
(IP)

Resources are
wasted

Capacity problem

The cause-and-effect diagram is a tool to indicate the directions that can be explored. On the left side of the
diagram are causes of the problem definition, and on the right side are the effects defined. The diagram can
be split up into two parts (marked in red). The first part is called: “Collaborations with external partners
are avoided” and the second part “Collaborations with external partners are lacking efficiency”. The
diagram should be interpreted carefully, as it is based on a limited number of interviews. Therefore, it can
be that there are causes that are not defined already, and also the validity and reliability have not been tested
(Aken et al., 2012).
First part: Avoidance of collaborations
As shown in the diagram, is the Not-Invented-Here syndrome, one of the causes of the avoidance of
collaborations. This syndrome has been defined as a cause by all the interviewees and is, therefore, one of
the main problems that are related to the avoidance of collaborations. Another factor that could be related
is that external solutions are looking more promising than they are. This may be related to the not (well)
defined process to select inbound innovation (partners) (see part 2), as this process would filter out the
partners that set too many restrictions and requirements.
Second part: Inefficient collaborations
This part is more related to the miscommunication about expectations between the partner and Company A
and that it is not always clear to what extent employees can share information. As defined in the diagram,
can these problems be caused by ambiguity on how to manage the collaboration with multiple companies
and by a not (well) defined process selecting the right innovation partners. Also, the Not-Invented-Here
syndrome is identified as a cause of this problem, as the unwillingness of some employees to work together
with external partners, for example, influences individual decisions which reduce the efficiency of the
collaboration.
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Appendix II: Systematic literature review – Methodology
This appendix describes the methodology that has been used for this literature review. The method for
writing a systematic literature review has been derived from the steps as described by Kitchenham (2004),
Randolph (2009), and Brereton et al. (2007). This has been done in order to ensure the quality of this
systematic literature review. The different steps that have been undertaken are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Identify the need for research;
Specify research questions;
Determine search sources;
Generate search strings;
Perform a pilot search;
Refine search strings;
Define in- and exclusion criteria;
Filter selected studies based on abstract, title and keywords;
Filter selected studies based on the conclusion;
Filter selected studies based on full text;
Backward and forward snowballing on highly relevant articles;
Study analysis.

The need for research has been described in Chapter 1. The research questions, sources, search strings,
selection criteria, and the study selection will be discussed further in this chapter.

Research questions
This literature study aims to identify all the relevant scientific literature regarding the mechanisms of social
integration and the antecedents and solution directions of the NIH-syndrome. Therefore, this literature study
aims to answer the following research questions:
Research question: What is the impact of the NIH-syndrome on Social integration?
Sub-question 1: What social integration mechanisms can be identified from the absorptive capacity
literature?
Sub-question 2: What antecedents and possible solution directions can be identified from the NIHsyndrome literature?
Sub-question 3: What is the link between the social integration mechanisms and the NIH-syndrome?

Search sources
Two major online databases were selected, which cover a broad range of scientific journals. These databases
are Web of Science and SCOPUS.

Search process
The search process that has been used in conducting this systematic literature review is as follows. To find
all the literature that is relevant for answering the research questions, initial search strings were defined.
The initial search strings were used as input for the pilot test. The goal of the pilot test was to evaluate if
the initial search strings are satisfactory and to adapt them if necessary. The final search strings are
discussed in the next paragraph. The paragraph “Selection criteria” describes the criteria that have been
used to extract a selection of relevant studies from the selected studies.
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Search strings
The first step of the search process is to construct the search strings. The process to determine the search
strings is divided into several steps, as described by Kitchenham and Charters (2007). As there are different
search queries required for the different research themes, two different search strings have been defined.
Search string 1: Social integration mechanisms
The first search string is defined to find articles about social integration mechanisms of Absorptive
Capacity. The following steps have been executed to define the search string.
1. The main topic for the first part of the search query is “Social integration mechanisms”;
2. The main topic for the second part of the search query is “Absorptive Capacity”;
3. The AND operator is used to narrow down the number of outcomes, by creating a search string that
contains both terms. The AND operator is used to combine the two main topics in the search query.
This resulted in the following search string:
("Social integration mechanisms”) AND ("Absorptive Capacity")
This search string resulted in the following number of results, as shown in Table 20.
Table 20: Number of results of search query 1 (social integration mechanisms)

Source
Scopus
Web of Science

Number of results
14
12

Search string 2: NIH syndrome
The second search string is defined to find articles about the NIH-syndrome, its antecedents, and possible
solution directions. The following steps have been executed to define the search string.
4
5

6

The main topic for the first search query is “Not Invented Here”;
Pilot searches have indicated that the term “Not Invented Here” is written in different forms. Therefore,
also the term “Not-Invented-Here” was used. As “Proudly Found Elsewhere” is the counterpart of “Not
Invented Here”, this search term is also included in the search;
The OR operator is used to broaden the search results, by including synonyms to the search string.

This resulted in the following search query:
(“Not Invented Here” OR “Not-Invented-Here” OR “Proudly Found Elsewhere”)
The results of this query are shown in Table 21.
Table 21: Number of results of search query 2 (NIH-syndrome)

Source
Scopus
Web of Science

Number of results
88
52
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Selection criteria
The selection criteria are defined to extract the studies that are relevant. Based on the research question and
the pilot search, the selection criteria have been defined. The following criteria were used:
•
•
•

Only studies that are written in English are considered;
Only studies that are digitally assessable are considered;
Only journals that have an impact factor are considered.

Specific content criteria:
•

For the NIH-syndrome:
o Only studies that discuss antecedents or solution directions for the NIH-syndrome are
considered.

Study selection
After defining the selection criteria, the articles have been filtered based on the title, abstract, keywords,
and the conclusion. This filtering resulted in a reduction in the number of articles in the initial set. The next
step is to filter the subset of potentially relevant articles by evaluating the articles on full text. Some articles
were excluded after reading the full text because they did not meet the selection criteria. The exact number
of articles that are still included per search query is shown in Table 22.
Table 22: Number of studies included after the first selection

Search subject
Social integration mechanisms
NIH-syndrome

Number of results included in the subset
7
16

The lists with the remaining subset of articles that remained after reading the full text are shown in Table
23 and Table 24. The name of the article, together with the authors, publication year, journal name and
citation year have been identified in these tables. Table 24, with the subset of articles about the NIHsyndrome, also indicates which articles are related to antecedents or possible solutions for the syndrome.
Table 23: Set of articles search string 1 (social integration Mechanisms)

Journal name
Decision Sciences

Author(s)
Title
(Von Briel, Schneider, & Absorbing knowledge from
Lowry, 2019)
and with External Partners:
The Role of Social Integration
Mechanisms
The Journal of Technology (Enkel, Groemminger, & Managing
technological
Transfer
Heil, 2018)
distance in internal and
external
collaborations:
absorptive capacity routines
and social integration for
innovation
Technology Analysis & (Pihlajamaa, 2018)
Absorbing radical ideas from
Strategic Management
unusual sources - the role of
social
integration
mechanisms
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IF (2017)
1.641

2.932

1.49

Strategic
Journal

Management (Yao & Chang, 2017)

Do individual employees'
learning goal orientation and
civic virtue matter? A microfoundations perspective on
firm absorptive capacity
Journal of World Business (Cuervo-Cazurra & Rui, Barriers
to
absorptive
2017)
capacity in emerging market
firms
International Journal of (Kallio & Bergenholtz, 2012) Enhancing
organizational
Innovation and Learning
absorptive
capacity
by
reframing
an
outdated
suggestion box: an action
research study
R&D Management
(Vega-Jurado & Gutiérrez- Analyzing the determinants
Gracia, 2008)
of a firm's absorptive
capacity: beyond R&D
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5.482

3.993

0.69

1.857

Table 24: Set of articles search string 2 (Not-Invented-Here)

Journal name

Author(s)

Title

Anteced.
of NIH

Journal
of
Organizational
Behavior
International
Journal
of
Innovation
Management
R&D Management

(Antons, Declerck,
Diener, Koch, &
Piller, 2017)
(Arias-Perez,
Perdomo-Charry, &
Castano-Rios,
2017)
(Hussinger
&
Wastyn, 2016)
Journal of Product (Gesing, Antons,
Innovation
Piening, Rese, &
Management
Salge, 2015)
Industrial
and (Burcharth
&
Corporate Change
Fosfuri, 2014)

Assessing the not-invented-here syndrome:
Development and validation of implicit and
explicit measurements
Not-Invented-Here Syndrome and Innovation
Performance: The Confounding Effect Of
Innovation Capabilities As Organisational
Routines In Service Firms
In search for the not-invented-here syndrome: the
role of knowledge sources and firm success
Joining Forces or Going It Alone? On the Interplay
among External Collaboration Partner Types,
Interfirm Governance Modes, and Internal R&D
Not invented here: How institutionalized
socialization practices affect the formation of
negative attitudes toward external knowledge
Academy
of (Antons & Piller, Opening the black box of "not invented here":
Management
2015)
Attitudes, decision biases, and behavioral
Perspectives
consequences
Technovation
(Burcharth,
Neither invented nor shared here: The impact and
Knudsen,
& management of attitudes for the adoption of open
Søndergaard, 2014) innovation practices
International
(Dabrowska
& When culture matters: exploring the open
Journal of Business Savitskaya, 2014)
innovation paradigm
Innovation
and
Research
Journal of Applied (Schneckenberg,
Strategic Incentive Systems for Open Innovation
Business Research
2014)
Journal of Product (West & Bogers, Leveraging external sources of innovation: a
Innovation
2014)
review of research on open Innovation
Management
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Reference
to anteced.

NIH
reduction

X

X

IF
(2017)
4.229

X

0.97

X

1.857

X

4.305

X

2.198

X

X

4.686

X

X

4.802

X

1.12

X

0.38

X

4.305

X

2012 IEEE 6th
International
Conference
on
Management
of
Innovation
and
Technology,
ICMIT 2012
The Journal of
Technology
Transfer
MIT
Sloan
Management
Review
International
Journal
of
Technology
Management
International
Journal
of
Technology
Management
R&D Management

(Hussinger
Wastyn, 2012)

& Internal resistance and External Knowledge X
(sources): A Theoretical Framework on the NotInvented-Here Syndrome

(Kathoefer
Leker, 2012)

& Knowledge transfer in academia: An exploratory X
study on the Not-Invented-Here Syndrome

X

X

-

2.932

(Hoegl,
Is Your Company Ready for Open Innovation?
X
Lichtenthaler,
&
Muethel, 2011)
(Herzog & Leker, Open and closed innovation - different innovation
2010)
cultures for different strategies

X

2.583

X

0.869

(Bessant, 2008)

X

0.869

X

1.857

(Lichtenthaler
Ernst, 2006)

Dealing with discontinuous
European experience

innovation: the

& Attitudes to externally organising knowledge
management tasks: A review, reconsideration and
extension of the NIH syndrome
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Appendix III: Interview protocol expert interview
•
•

Date:
Name:

Thank you again for taking part in my interview.
•
•
•

I am the only one in charge of the interview, and therefore I cannot write everything down;
I am the only one that has access to this recording;
The transcription will be used for analysis only and will not be added to the appendix of my
master thesis.

Are you agreeing to allow me to record the interview?
First, I want to give you a short introduction of my research. As you already know, I am researching the
Not Invented Here syndrome (NIH) at Company A. The first part of my master thesis consisted of a
literature review, in which I researched multiple concepts.
The concepts I researched in my literature review are the NIH-syndrome, Social integration dimensions
and absorptive capacity. First, I reviewed the NIH-literature to create a list of antecedents of the NIHsyndrome. Next, I reviewed the literature on social integration, and I found four dimensions of social
integration. The relevant article I found, linked these social integration dimensions to the concept of
absorptive capacity. My research model is based on the idea that the antecedents of the NIH-syndrome
negatively influence the dimensions of social integration and therefore have a negative effect on the
insourcing of outside knowledge.

Validation of research model
The reason of this expert interview is to validate if the antecedents of the NIH-syndrome have a negative
effect on the dimensions of social integration. Another aspect I want to discuss during this interview are
possible solution directions that could be linked to the NIH-syndrome in combination to the specific
dimensions of social integration to make the NIH-syndrome more manageable.
Social integration can be defined as “the degree to which group members are psychologically linked or
attracted toward interacting with one another in pursuit of a common objective” (Harrison, Price, & Bell,
1998, p. 96).
First, I want to discuss the research model.
1. What is your opinion on this model?
2. What do you think of the relations between the concepts?
3. Does social integration mediate the process of insourcing external knowledge?
Validation of categories of NIH-antecedents and social integration Dimensions
Next, I want to discuss to which extent the antecedent (categories) of the NIH-syndrome are linked to the
social integration dimensions. The social integration dimensions with the antecedent categories are shown
in Table I.
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Table I: Dimensions of social integration with related NIH-antecedent category (partly derived from (von Briel et al., 2019)

Social
Definition
integration
dimension
Environmental Availability of and access
to resources that enable
group members (and the
external partner) to interact
Affective

Existence of positive
feelings among group
members (and the external
partner) when interacting

Cognitive

Existence of shared frames
of reference among group
members (and the external
partner)
Existence of interrelated
goals that enable group
members (together with the
external partner) to
coordinate their interactions

Behavioral

Related category of NIH-antecedents

Resistance to change (disturbed routines/strive for
stability)
Lack of (positive) experience (no/limited/negative
experience)
Too strong culture (strong organizational identity)
Group’s insecurity (strong bonding/team identity
threatened)
Lack of self-confidence (incompetent/fear
failure/succeeding/others more competent)
Lack of (positive) experience (no/limited/negative
experience)
Dysfunctional communication
Too strong culture (strong organizational identity)
Lack of (positive) experience (no/limited/negative
experience)
Inappropriate incentives (competition/talents/expert
achievements/social status/peer recognition)
Too strong bonding (harm group pride/group tenure)
Agency conflicts (conflict of interest)
Wrong decision making (endowment effect/filtering info)

1. What do you think of the link between the related categories of NIH-antecedents per social
integration dimension?
2. Would you link some categories of NIH-antecedents with other social integration dimensions?
Validation of possible solution directions per social integration dimension
Per dimension of social integration, literature suggested multiple social integration mechanisms that could
improve the particular dimension of social integration. I suggested that these social integration
mechanisms may also be a way to reduce the NIH-syndrome. Therefore, I would like to discuss the
possible social integration mechanisms and the extent to which these could reduce the NIH-syndrome.
The possible social integration mechanisms per dimension are visualized in Table II.
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Table II: Dimensions of social integration with related NIH-antecedent category (partly derived from (von Briel et al., 2019, p.
19))

Social
Definition
integration
dimension
Environmental Availability of and access
to resources that enable
group members (and the
external partner) to interact

Possible social integration mechanisms

Affective

Existence of positive
feelings among group
members (and the external
partner) when interacting

Social gatherings;
Mentoring programs;
Open experience sharing forums.

Cognitive

Existence of shared frames
of reference among group
members (and the external
partner)
Existence of interrelated
goals that enable group
members (together with the
external partner) to
coordinate their interactions

Shared training;
Job rotation;
Participation in interest groups;
Shared vocabulary.
Joint task forces and committees;
Shared success measures;
Joint decision-making.

Behavioral

Expense accounts for visits at other divisions or companies;
Shared physical workspaces;
Groupware and conferencing systems.

1. What is your opinion of the possible social integration mechanisms per dimension?
2. To what extent do you think these mechanisms reduce the NIH-syndrome?
3. Do you suggest other possible mechanisms that may reduce the NIH-syndrome?
The last part of my literature review consisted of an overview of possible solution directions to reduce the
NIH-syndrome. This resulted into the following list of solution directions:
-

-

-

-

Informal collaboration governance: protects the firm from substitution effects between internal
R&D and external collaboration and does it enable the firm to utilize the value of the
collaboration. (Gesing, Antons, Piening, Rese, & Salge, 2015)
Incentive systems for Open Innovation: lead to a more open mind-sets of the workforce and
can be used to overcome the NIH-syndrome. (Schneckenberg, 2014)
Perspective taking: could lead to several advantages, namely the reduction of overconfidence of
a decision maker about its own knowledge (Gigerenzer, Hoffrage, & Kleinbölting, 1991).
Informal organizational roles: These roles can be defined as promoters, gatekeepers, and
champions (Clagett, 1969). These organizational roles are important as these support external
knowledge acquisition and lead to a reduction of the NIH-syndrome (Lichtenthaler & Ernst,
2006).
Open Innovation teams/team composure: Katz and Allen (1982) discuss adequate
organizational structures as a countermeasure against the NIH-syndrome. These measures should
consider the effects between persons and the project team composition (Katz & Allen, 1982)
Innovation capability development strategy: The study of Arias-Perez et al. (2017) finds that
the development of Innovation Capabilities are helpful to soften the attitude of employees, related
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to the refusal of external knowledge and that innovation capabilities could neutralize the NIHsyndrome on the long run. (Arias-Perez, Perdomo-Charry, & Castano-Rios, 2017)
1. What is your opinion of these solutions?
2. How can these solution directions be linked to the dimensions of social integration?
3. Would you like to add possible solutions to this list?

Final questions
a. Would you like to add something to this interview that could be important for my
research?
b. If I still have questions during my research, would you be willing to answer them?
Thank you for participating in my research. If you are interested, I could send you a digital copy of my
master thesis via mail.
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Appendix IV: Interview protocol English
•
•

Date:
Name:

Thank you again for taking part in my interview.
•
•
•
•
•

I am the only one in charge of the interview, and therefore I cannot write everything down;
I am the only one that has access to this recording;
I will transcribe this recording and ask you if you would be willing to review the transcription;
Results from the conversation are processed anonymously, without mentioning names;
The transcription will be used for analysis only and will not be added to the appendix of my master
thesis.

Are you agreeing to allow me to record the interview?
Personal introduction/brief introduction about the interview – topic – Why hardware/software – cases
•
•
•

Function:
Department:
Years at Company A:

The interview will take about an hour. I will start with some personal questions before I ask case-related
questions.
3. Personal Introduction (general)
a. Can you describe your role at Company A?
b. What do you think of the culture of Company A? What could be improved? (Probe:
company culture vs department culture/agency conflicts)
c. What do you think about the reward system of Company A? (Probe: application
pressure/price culture)
d. What do you think; do the best ideas or innovations come from inside or outside the
organization?
From now on, the questions are case-study related.
4. General questions about the project
- Project name:
- Start date:
- End date:
- Team role:
- Parties involved:
a. Can you give a short description of the project? How did this project come about?
b. At the beginning of the project, has there been thought about insourcing ideas from other
industries? Why/why not?
c. What were the interests of Company A and the other parties involved?
d. To what extent were ideas from customers/end users used at the start and during this
project?
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e. Which attitudes from team members could be improved to facilitate the insourcing of
external knowledge? Do you have some examples? (Probe: uncertainty of the group / selfconfidence / wrong decisions / resistance to change / negative experience)
f. How do you describe the relationship with your team members in this project? (Probe:
strong bonding/team identity)
g. What experience do you and your team members have with insourcing external
knowledge?
h. What do you think of the partner selection process? What could be improved? What was
your role? / enough time? / which options considered?
i. How would you describe the quality of the external idea/solution? Would Company A have
done it better? Would it be cheaper?
j. To what extent did you get the impression to deal with some kind of “Not-Invented-Here”
attitude? How did you deal with these attitudes?
5. Dimensions of “social integration”
Social integration: “the degree to which group members are psychologically linked or attracted toward
interacting with one another in pursuit of a common objective” (Harrison, Price, & Bell, 1998, p. 96).
a. How are interaction resources (visits, shared workspaces, or meetings) used during this
project?
i. Are/were these interaction resources relevant for insourcing external knowledge?
ii. Which attitudes contributed or would contribute to the motivation to use
interaction resources?
iii. Which attitudes could be improved?
(Probe: resistance to change / lack of positive experience)
b. Do you think that positive feelings (good relationship, trust, no rivalry) exist or existed
between the team members and the external partner?
i. Are/were these feelings relevant for insourcing external knowledge?
ii. Which attitudes contributed or would contribute to the development of positive
feelings?
iii. Which attitudes could be improved?
(Probe: too strong culture / groups insecurity / lack of self-confidence / lack of (positive) experience)
c. To what extent are/were there common reference frames (shared vocabulary) between team
members and the external partner?
i. Are/were these frames of reference relevant for insourcing external knowledge?
ii. Which attitudes contributed, or would contribute to the emergence of a shared
vocabulary?
iii. Which attitudes could be improved?
(Probe: Dysfunctional communication / too strong culture / lack of (positive) experience)
d. Do you have the feeling that the external partner shares the same goals as Company A?
i. Are/were these goals relevant for insourcing external knowledge?
ii. Which attitudes contributed, or would contribute to the emergence of common
goals?
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iii. Which attitudes could be improved?
(Probe: Inappropriate incentives / agency conflicts / too strong bonding / wrong decision making)
6. Possible solutions to reduce the NIH Syndrome
a. What would have been effective measures to reduce the effect of the NIH syndrome and to
improve insourcing external ideas/knowledge in this project?
b. What would you change at Company A to improve the insourcing of external ideas?
7. Final questions
a. Would you like to add something to this interview that could be important for my research?
b. Could you please give me some feedback on what I could improve in future interviews?
c. If I still have questions during my research, would you be willing to answer them?
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Appendix V: Coding scheme semi-structured interviews
Table 25: Nodes personal background

Coding node
Pers_department
Pers_function
Pers_prof_background

Pers_years_emp

Description
Department the interviewee is currently
working
Function the interviewee currently
fulfills
Professional background of the
interviewee
Number of years the employee is
employed at Company A

Empirical indicators
Department
Function
Study, degree,
certificate, work
experience
Years employed

Table 26: Nodes case information

Coding node
Case_description

Description
Description of the case

Case_role

Role the interviewee fulfilled in this
case
Start date of the case
End date of case
External stakeholders that were involved
in the project

Case_start_date
Case_end_date
Case_stakeholders

Case_outcome
Case_insourcing
Case_interests

Outcome of the case
External knowledge that has been
insourced in this case
Interests of Company A and the other
external stakeholders involved

Empirical indicators
Goal, relevance,
intention
Role
Date
Date
Company name,
geographical location,
company size
Result
Knowledge type,
relevance
Interests, priority,
relationship

Table 27: Nodes environmental dimension

Coding node
Envi_relevant
Envi_att_toimprove
Envi_att_contritoachieve

Description
Relevance of the dimension for insourcing knowledge
Attitudes related to this dimension that could be improved to
stimulate knowledge insourcing
Attitudes related to this dimension that stimulated knowledge
insourcing
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Table 28: Nodes affective dimension

Coding node
Affe_relevant
Affe_att_toimprove

Description
Relevance of the dimension for insourcing knowledge
Attitudes related to this dimension that could be improved to
stimulate knowledge insourcing
Affe_att_contritoachieve
Attitudes related to this dimension that stimulated knowledge
insourcing
Too_strong_culture_aff
Strong corporate culture, which could result into a strong
organizational identity among employees
Too_strong_bonding
Group tenures may result into team member that think they have
more knowledge and a too strong bonding could result into
unanimously rejecting external knowledge
Group’s_insecurity
Insourcing external knowledge may harm a research groups’ pride
and team identity
Lack_of_self_confidence
Fear, to be viewed as incompetent in the own function, field of
expertise, or to select a source of external knowledge
Wrong_decision_making_aff Endowment effect for internally developed solutions, and filtering
out new information that challenges/questions attitude
Resistance_to_change_aff
Disturbed routines, and the tendency to strive for stability and
security
Lack_of_experience_aff
Limited/no/negative experiences with external knowledge
Table 29: Nodes cognitive dimension

Coding node
Cogn_relevant
Cogn_att_toimprove

Description
Relevance of the dimension for insourcing knowledge
Attitudes related to this dimension that could be improved to
stimulate knowledge insourcing
Cogn_att_contritoachieve
Attitudes related to this dimension that stimulated knowledge
insourcing
Dysf_communication
Dysfunctional communication
Too_strong_culture_cog
Strong corporate culture, which could result into a strong
organizational identity among employees
Resistance_to_change_cog
Disturbed routines, and the tendency to strive for stability and
security
Wrong_decision_making_cog Endowment effect for internally developed solutions, and filtering
out new information that challenges/questions attitude
Lack_of_experience_cog
Limited/no/negative experiences with external knowledge
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Table 30: Nodes behavioral dimension

Coding node
Beha_relevant
Beha_att_contribution
Beha_att_improvement
Inappropriate_incentives

Agency_conflicts
Wrong_decision_making_beh

Description
Relevance of the dimension for insourcing knowledge
Attitudes related to this dimension that could be improved to
stimulate knowledge insourcing
Attitudes related to this dimension that stimulated knowledge
insourcing
Inappropriate incentive systems that stimulate the adoption of
internally developed solutions and a devaluation of external
knowledge
Conflict of interest (e.g. between business units)
Endowment effect for internally developed solutions, and filtering
out new information that challenges/questions attitude

Table 31: Nodes possible solutions

Coding node
Solu_NIH_reduction
Solu_impr_insourcing

Description
Open question about possible measurements that could be taken to
reduce the effect of the NIH-syndrome
Open question about possible ways to improve the insourcing of
external knowledge at Company A
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Appendix VI: Solution Design Evaluation – Scores
The focus group with management resulted in the following evaluation, as shown in Table 32.
Table 32: Evaluation of possible design solutions by management

Criteria

Problem-solving capacity
Reducing NIH-syndrome
Improving collaboration with
external partners
Feasibility
Fit with culture
Fit with strategy
Degree of change
Employees
Current organizational
structures
Motivation cultural change
Costs
Low investment required
Low operational costs

Importance

Solution 1
Innovation
Friday

Solution 2
Open Innovation
Challenge

Solution 3
ShareIfYouCareprogram

2
2

+
+

+
+

+
0

1
1

+
0

+
0

0
++

1
1

0
-

0
-

+

2

+

0

+

3
3

+
-Total: 3

+
4

+
8

Importance: low (1); medium (2); high (3) | Score: negative (-/--); neutral (0); positive (+/++)

The focus group with the developers resulted in the evaluation as presented in Table 33.
Table 33: Evaluation of possible design solutions by developers

Criteria

Problem-solving capacity
Reducing NIH-syndrome
Improving collaboration with
external partner
Feasibility
Fit with culture
Fit with strategy
Degree of change
Employees
Current organizational
structures
Costs
Low investment required
Low operational costs

Importance

Solution 1
Innovation
Friday

Solution 2
Solution 3
Open Innovation ShareIfYouCareChallenge
program

2
3

+
++

0
0

+
0

3
3

-+

-

0
-

2
2

0
-

0
-

+
0

3
3
Total:

--6

0
-11

+
0
4

Importance: low (1); medium (2); high (3) | Score: negative (-/--); neutral (0); positive (+/++)
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